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Dear Member,
Our 2022 summer double issue comes at a time when
every consumer in the land is experiencing challenges
for which solutions, practical and realistic, are escaping
them.
The banking sector is full of positivity in its gushing
reflections of consumers tapping their way through
life at a speed that would put Michael Flatley in the
shade. The Buy Now Pay Later offerings are increasing
and with the same outpourings of how this is the new
solution to management of lifestyle and cashflow.

We are in a crisis of inflation, price increases in every
sector and, yes, price gouging in too many sectors!
Our lifestyles must adjust to manage within our current
budget to pay our way. So, this is the time when
consumers must make the right choices that will not
affect them negatively in 2023.
Borrowing now is not one of them.

Getting into debt, at any time, in every way, is a highrisk venture.
For years, personal financial management has escaped
too many consumers. That is understandable, because
it is not easy to do. Too many consumers found
themselves in debt, with interest added to that debt
and with the very bodies, who extended them the
credit, placing them on credit red-alert and, ultimately,
an impossibility to borrow for many years to come.

Our Reports
Reports in Consumer Choice are based on
market research, laboratory tests or user
surveys, all of which are independently and
scientifically conducted. Free goods are
never accepted for testing – all samples
are purchased. Occasionally items may be
borrowed for review purposes only.
The reports are produced in the main
by our own Editorial staff. Some material
is occasionally drawn from other foreign
independent consumer magazines.
Because Consumer Choice carries no
commercial advertising it is not swayed by
bias or influence and can point out advantages
and flaws in goods and services that other
magazines may not be able to do.
Reports on any article relate only to the
articles or goods mentioned, and not to any
other article of the same or similar description.
We do not necessarily price or report on all
brands or models within the class, and the
exclusion of any brand or model should not be
taken as a reflection on it.
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News Briefs by Dermott Jewell

NEWS BRIEFS

Haven’t Heard The Last

The latest Top Gun film release has received high acclaim and praise
from consumers and producers across the globe. However, the
film is notable to many for the fact that, through technology and
artificial intelligence progression, not previously considered possible, it restored the voice of actor Val Kilmer who lost his precious
instrument through throat cancer. The AI voice technology space
is attracting a lot of interest from big players. Streaming giant
Spotify has now purchased Irish-founded AI platform Sonantic, the
company that gave life to Mr. Kilmer’s voice. Enter Amazon, which
announced on June 22nd that “by learning from just a minute of
audio, their new AI feature can give Amazon’s Alexa the ability to
sound like virtually anyone”.
		
The company went further by advising,
by way of illustration, that Amazon was working on a feature to
allow Alexa speak in the voice of a deceased relative to “make the
memories last”. The enormous and life-changing positivity behind
this is not lost but neither must the serious challenges it presents for
impersonation for malicious, criminal and other potentially negative
purposes. In addition, the ethical and personal preference in this
appears to be secondary – and that would not be appropriate in all
circumstances.

Paltry Poultry Payments
In 2019, in the US, multinational wholesale corporation Costco opened
a $450 million (€425 million) poultry processing plant in Nebraska to
produce millions of what are its staple $4.99 (€4.71) Kirkland Signature
rotisserie chickens. These have been sold, as a loss leader and at this
below cost price, to draw customers into its stores. The company
sold over 105 million chickens just in the last year alone. In addition,
Costco recruited farmers in the area to raise broilers to be delivered
to the Nebraska processing facility. This year, two shareholders have
commenced a lawsuit claiming that the company and its top executives
violated animal welfare laws and, in the process, broke their fiduciary
duties. The lawsuit particularly raises the matter of the lengths to
which Costco has gone to keep this key product cheap.
		

The allegations suggest neglect, mistreatment

and conscious disregard for the welfare of the birds. In its defence,
Costco denied all allegations of mistreatment of animals and said it
adheres to standards developed by the National Chicken Council, a US
trade association. I get the impression this is only the beginning of a
focussed campaign for consumer awareness and lifestyle change.

ETIAS
In planning for many years and delayed by the pandemic, the European Union
has now proceeded with and announced the launch of its visa waiver scheme,
ETIAS (European Travel Information and Authorisation System), from May
2023. EU travelers and residents will be exempt and have freedom of movement
through all Member States. For all others entering the EU from a country that
did not previously require a visa, the ETIAS will be obligatory. This will affect
a significant number of countries, including the US and, important to note, the
UK also following Brexit. The EU has explained that the ETIAS application
process will be predominantly facilitated through an IT system that will grant
approval within minutes and will be valid for entry for an unlimited number of
entries over a period of three years. However, this will not eliminate the requirement that holders abide by immigration and overstay rules. The current cost is
advised to be €7 for applicants between the ages of 18 and 70 years.
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A Yen For The Old Days

Not entirely unique under the current circumstances of soaring costs in
raw materials, war in Ukraine, pressure on currency rates, and inflated
transportation and energy prices, the euro/pound/dollar stores are running
into severe challenges. The latest to be hit in this market are the Japanese
100-yen discount shops where you can buy anything from sweets and
chopsticks to cleaning supplies and electronic devices. In this region the yen
lost pace against the dollar, which brought a higher added cost of 90% to all
products stocked in the stores and rising the famous 100-yen (€0.70cent)
price closer to a 200-yen tag. Directors at Initial One Hundred believe that the
entire future of the stores is now at risk. Following the pandemic, cooking oil
has increased by 50% with the result that Sushiro (Japan’s largest conveyor
belt sushi chain) is increasing what has been a 100-yen plate since the 1980s
to an average of 150-yen. This is being replicated across the country. With
over 70% of the population advising that the cost of living will be a factor in
their voting in the coming months elections to the Upper House, I imagine
there will be promises made, albeit inflated ones.

A TRUSTED LINK?
Fraudsters are using the respected LinkedIn platform to entice users into cryptocurrency investment schemes in the US and these have
been determined to be a significant threat, with many current victims, by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). It has been outlined
that, typically, the fraudster will pose as a professional under a fake profile and engage with other users over a period of time. They will
direct users to a legitimate investment platform for cryptocurrency exchange, build trust over a period of months and then move the investment to a site under the control of the fraudster. LinkedIn has acknowledged the reality and the extreme difficulty in identifying a fake
profile. Working with government and other agencies, it removed a staggering 32 million fake accounts from its site in 2021. LinkedIn
does not provide detail or even estimates of how much money has been stolen from members through its platform. This is understandable
for many, including personal and private factors. However, one individual who did come forward was quoted as losing her life savings of
$280,000 (€266,000). This is a reputable and trusted platform that has, not surprisingly, been targeted. It has restated the common-sense
advice not to send money to people you do not know – no exceptions!

				
Cooled-Off Is Off

It is important to note the very significant changes being introduced to shoppers in the UK when buying online. Consumer magazine Which is reporting
how more and more retailers are introducing these charges, in addition to
postage, for returning online orders. There, Zara has introduced a £1.95
(€2.25) on top of postage for returning online orders to third-party drop-off
points, including the Post Office. Next charges between £2.00-£2.50
(€2.30-€2.90) while Sports Direct advises that it is the customer’s responsibility to cover the cost of returns. All are clear that any cost in returning
faulty goods will be refunded and that in-store returns are without charge.
This is a significant alteration to the cooling-off period previously enjoyed
under EU law provisions. It also serves as a reminder to engage with and
read carefully any terms and/or conditions if buying online through these
and other retail sites in the UK as there may be no option for return without
significant outlay.
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FOOD & HEALTH/News

by Clodagh O’Donoghue

Food & Health
The high cost of food allergies
In June 2022, the findings were released
of the first-ever study on the cost of food
hypersensitivities for adults and children
on the island of Ireland. The new research,
funded by all-island organisation safefood,
examined the cost of living with a food
allergy, food intolerance or coeliac
disease, including medical costs, costs
associated with food, and the cost of
missed days from work, college or school.
The research was led by Technological
University Dublin and Oueen’s University
Belfast and involved an online survey,
conducted between November 2019
and October 2020, of over 2,300 adults
or parents of children with a medically
diagnosed food allergy, medically
diagnosed coeliac disease or a suspected
food intolerance/food allergy. Analysis
of the findings suggest that the average
cost burden for a child with a food allergy
is €1,439 every year, rising to €1,602 for
an adult. Of the adult costs, 71% (€1,141)
were borne by the individual themselves
with the remaining 29% being shared with
the health services (€461). In contrast,
for parents of food allergic children, 35%
(€499) of the costs were out-of-pocket
costs while 65% (€940) were shared with
the health service.
		
For those who have coeliac
disease, the associated additional
costs were €438 a year for an adult and
more than double that (€1,033) for a
child, mainly due to medical costs but
also health insurance and missed days
from work, school or college, with food
accounting for around 37% of these costs
for an adult and 25% for a child. For adults
with coeliac disease, 66% of the costs
(€290) were incurred by the individual with
34% (€148) shared with the health service,
while for parents of coeliac children, 59%
(€607) were out-of-pocket costs with 41%
(€426) shared with the health service.
		
Dr Gary A. Kearney, safefood’s
Interim Chief Executive, has noted that
food allergies, food intolerance and
coeliac disease collectively “affect at least
one in ten of the population and symptoms
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can range from mild to life-threatening”
and that it is clear from the research that
“living with these conditions is a financial
burden for individuals and their families”.
		
According to lead researcher Dr
Ciara Walsh of Technological University
Dublin, “the research also looked at
the non-monetary or ‘intangible’ costs
involved to determine how quality of life
can be affected by a food hypersensitivity.
The people we surveyed reported a
lower health status or quality of life.
They had significantly higher levels of
pain and discomfort, while anxiety and
depression were common among adults
and adolescents. Understandably, the
food environment in general continues to
present challenges for those with food

hypersensitivity and their families, and
those with food allergy and coeliac disease
highlighted the importance of increasing
public and industry awareness of food
hypersensitivity.”
		
In its conclusion, the study
notes that it provides evidence of the
socio-economic costs associated with
food hypersensitivity on the island
of Ireland and the need for targeted
interventions and supports, such as
measures to address expenses incurred,
improved access to medical teams, and
consideration of making adrenaline autoinjectors available in public places, along
with public and food industry awareness
campaigns and training.

Source: safefood.net
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MONEY NEWS

Money News
Tax relief for tuition fees
As students await their Leaving Cert results
and college course offers, their parents
may be pondering the financial aspects of
third-level education. It is important to
remember that tax relief on third-level tuition
fees may be available to help reduce the
overall financial cost. So, what are taxpayers
entitled to claim?
		
Tax relief is applied at the standard
rate of tax of 20% to the total qualifying
fee once the disregard amount has been
deducted. The qualifying fee is the amount
paid for tuition fees, including the student
contribution charge, up to a maximum
of €7,000 per person per course for each
academic year. Tax relief is not available
for additional fees such as the student levy,
administration fees, sports centre charge
or USI levy. Moreover, each claim is subject
to a disregard amount each tax year, which
is subtracted from the total qualifying fee,
and no relief is available for the disregarded
portion of the fees. The disregard amount is
€3,000 for a full-time course and €1,500 for a
part-time course. Where you are paying for
full-time courses and part-time courses in the
same year, the full-time disregard amount will
apply. You only need to deduct the disregard
amount once, however, each year.
		
Third-level students who qualify
for ‘free fees’ in Ireland typically are charged
an annual student contribution, which may
also be called a registration fee or student
services charge, and the maximum rate for
the 2022-2023 academic year is €3,000 –
equivalent to the disregard amount for tax
relief purposes. So, taxpayers paying for
one student will likely not be able to claim
any tax relief for those expenses. However,
as you only have to deduct the disregard
amount once each year, claimants who are
paying for more than one course or student
will likely be able to receive full tax relief on
qualifying fees and payments for subsequent
courses and students. There is no restriction
on the number of courses or students you
can include in a claim, though each course
is restricted to a maximum of €7,000. You
will not be able to claim tax relief on courses
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Money News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

“Tax relief on third-level tuition
fees may be available to help
reduce the overall financial cost.”

that are funded by grants, scholarships or
your employer. Revenue gives the following
examples:

Example 1
Mary is starting a full-time course at a
public college. She qualifies for the free
fees scheme but has to pay the student
contribution of €3,000, a student levy
of €247 and capitation fees of €120. No
relief is available on the student levy or
capitation fees and she must subtract
the disregard amount of €3,000 from
the student contribution of €3,000. This
leaves her with nil. She cannot claim tax
relief on tuition fees for this academic
year.

Example 3
Oscar is paying tuition fees for his
two children. Sam is doing a full-time
course costing €9,000 and Alan is doing
a part-time course costing €3,500. The
qualifying fees are a maximum of €7,000
on Sam’s course and €3,500 on Alan’s
course.
Oscar's calculation of relief

Qualifying fee

€10,500
(€7,000 + €3,500)

Disregard amount to be
deducted

€3,000

Amount relief applies to

€7,500

Tax relief received (20%)

€1,500

Mary's calculation of relief
Qualifying fee

€3,000

Disregard amount to be
deducted

€3,000

Amount relief applies to

€0

Tax relief received (20%)

€0

Example 4
Leanne pays tuition fees of €9,000 for a
part-time course. She can only claim tax
relief up to a maximum limit of €7,000.
Leanne's calculation of relief

Example 2
John pays tuition fees of €5,500, the
student contribution of €3,000 and
student levy of €247 for a full-time
course. He pays a total qualifying fee of
€8,500. The student levy of €247 does not
qualify for relief. The maximum he can
claim for the course is €7,000.

Qualifying fee

€7,000

Disregard amount to be
deducted

€1,500

Amount relief applies to

€5,500

Tax relief received (20%)

€1,100

John's calculation of relief
Qualifying fee

€7,000

Disregard amount to be
deducted

€3,000

Amount relief applies to

€4,000

Tax relief received (20%)

€800

Source: revenue.ie
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New EU consumer protection rules
Since the end of May, consumers can benefit
from a number of new rules on consumer
rights in the EU as Directive (EU) 2019/2161,
the Better Enforcement and Modernisation
Directive, comes into effect. The Directive
amends a number of previous EU consumer
rules in relation to unfair terms in consumer
contracts, unfair business-to-consumer
commercial practices, and the indication
of prices of products offered to consumers.
The new rules are aimed at addressing the
challenges posed by digital or online traders,
platforms and marketplaces and will give
consumer authorities stronger tools with which
to enforce consumer rights.
		
In summary, the new consumer
protection rules include the following:
• A digital platform or online marketplace
must disclose to a buyer whether a third-party
supplier is a professional seller or another
private individual. This is important as
consumer-to-consumer transactions are not
covered by EU consumer protection rules
and the buyer must be informed that these
rules only apply in business-to-consumer
transactions.
• Providers of online marketplaces must
provide consumers with information on who
is responsible for contractual obligations such
as delivery and the handling of returns – for
example, whether this is the responsibility
of the online marketplace or the third-party
supplier.
• Online marketplaces must inform consumers
about how seller offers are ranked in search
results and the factors that impact the

ranking. Moreover, they must disclose if paid
advertisements are included and identify
where they are paid to provide a higher ranking
to certain traders.
• Sellers must be transparent and inform
consumers if they are being offered tailored
prices based on behavioural profiling. Traders
may personalise the price of their offers for
specific consumers or categories of consumer
based on automated decision-making and
profiling of consumer behaviour that allows
traders to assess the consumer’s purchasing
power. Consumers must be clearly informed,
however, when the price presented to them is
personalised on the basis of such automated
decision-making, so they are aware that the
business may potentially have increased the
price of an offer due to profiling.
• Sellers must disclose how they operate
price reductions and they must indicate the
lowest price a reduced product has been
within at least a 30-day period prior to the
price reduction announcement, with some
exceptions where the goods expire rapidly.
• Traders are prohibited from reselling to
consumers tickets to cultural and sports
events that they have acquired by using
‘bots’, an automated software that enables
ticket resellers to bypass limits imposed by the
primary ticket vendor.
• Traders are prohibited from marketing
‘dual-quality’ goods in identical or very similar
packaging across EU Member States, where
the characteristics or components of the
goods vary across countries, unless there is a

legitimate reason.
• Traders are prohibited from submitting or
commissioning fake consumer reviews and
endorsements and businesses should provide
information on how they ensure reviews are
genuine.
		
Directive (EU) 2019/2161 was
adopted in November 2019 and Member States
were required to transpose the Directive by
28th November 2021 and to apply its provisions
from 28th May 2022.   The main provisions of
Directive 2019/2161 are due to be transposed
in Ireland through the Consumer Rights Bill
2022.
		
As the European Consumer Centre
Ireland notes, the Directive includes a right
to compensation and contract termination
for victims of unfair commercial practices
and enforcement will “remain a matter for
the Member States to choose the types of
penalty to be imposed and to lay down in
their national law the relevant procedures
for the imposition of penalties in the event
of infringements”. The Directive provides
for the increased enforcement powers for
national consumer authorities and regulators.
In Ireland, the Competition and Consumer
Protection Commission (CCPC) will continue
to be responsible for the enforcement of the
provisions of general consumer protection
and it will have enhanced powers to uphold
consumer rights, particularly where traders do
not provide the remedies or reimbursement to
which consumers are entitled under the future
Consumer Rights Act 2022.

Shopping around for a better broadband, mobile or landline deal
As we brace ourselves for increasingly
challenging economic times ahead, every
penny counts and you may want to review
your mobile, landline or broadband deal to
see if there is better value available. The
Commission for Communications Regulation
notes that it does not set retail prices but that
it does have a role in ensuring that consumers
have accurate information to help them as they
shop around.
		
Consumers should be aware that
their service provider is allowed to change the
prices it charges, which form part of the terms
and conditions of its service. However, the
service provider must notify the customer of
any changes to their contract – which includes
both price plan and terms and conditions. The
service provider needs to give the customer 30
days’ notice of the change and the customer
must be informed about their option to
withdraw from the contract without incurring
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any penalty.
		
Thus, if your service provider
changes its prices and you have not been
notified of the price change or you have not
been given the option of leaving the contract,
you should contact the provider to make a
complaint. If having done so and the complaint
is not resolved after ten working days, then you
can contact the ComReg Consumer Care team,
who may be able to help.
		
If your service provider gives you
notice of a price change and you are not
happy with the new price, it may be time to
shop around for a better deal. ComReg notes
that the best time to search for a cheaper
deal - either with your existing phone or
broadband service provider or with a new
provider - is if your service provider has given
you the option to withdraw from your contract
without penalty, you are now longer within
the minimum term of your contract or you are

coming to the end of your minimum contract
period.
		
By discussing the matter with your
current service provider or by shopping around
for a more favourable deal, you might avoid a
price increase altogether and you may get a
better service without having to pay more.
Consumers looking for a new mobile plan,
a new landline package or planning to
switch internet provider can use ComReg’s
comparison tool at https://www.comreg.ie/
compare/#/services. This tool enables you to
compare charges across service providers at
a glance and can help you to select the best
offer for you, based on your usage. Other
comparison tools that may be of use are
provided by bonkers.ie and switcher.ie, both of
which let you compare broadband, phone and
TV plans.

July
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Product/Tech News
Product News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

Closing the digital divide
A recent Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI) study looked at how engagement with
digital technology affects quality of life and the risk of loneliness among older people in Ireland. As
populations age across many developed countries, the impact of increased digitisation and the growing
use of information and communication technologies on older people has been brought into sharper
focus. Many countries are adopting policies to educate older people about digital technologies and to
encourage greater availability of high-speed broadband, partly with a view to narrowing digital divides.
Such efforts can be aided by a better understanding of how older people who use the internet are
benefitting from it and, with this in mind, the recent ESRI study analysed a large sample of over-50s in
Ireland to see whether individuals with access to high-speed broadband at home are more likely to report
use of the internet and a range of online activities and whether quality of life and loneliness of older
people in Ireland is higher or lower among those with internet access, higher frequency of internet use,
and engagement with internet-based activities.
		
The findings of the 2018 Irish Longitudinal Study on Ageing (TILDA) were linked with data on
high-speed broadband availability from National Broadband Plan infrastructure maps for 2017, bringing
together information on internet uses and wellbeing outcomes for over 3,500 people aged 50-plus across Ireland. The study looked at whether quality of life
and risk of loneliness were different for people with varying access to high-speed broadband, levels of internet usage and self-reported use of seven types of
internet-based activities: e-mail, video calls, information search, financial transactions, social media, news information and gaming/apps.
		
The results reveal that 82.5% of older adults report having internet access in the home, while 63.4% have high-speed broadband. No internet
access, either at home or outside the home - for example, relatives’ or friends’ homes, library, community centre or public wi-fi networks - was reported by
14.9% of participants. While 60.1% engage with the internet on a daily basis, 18.2% never use the internet or have no internet access. The most common
internet-based activity is engaging in information search (70.0%), followed by email (63.7%) and online financial transactions (52.3%).
		
The study found that although internet access, use, and internet-based activities are common among those aged 50-plus in Ireland, the population
coverage of high-speed broadband remains incomplete. Where older people have access to high-speed broadband, internet access is more prevalent, which
is likely to encourage more frequent use of the internet as well as engagement with internet-based applications such as video calls. Quality of life was found to
be higher among older people who use the internet and a number of digital applications. Although the study could not test whether internet use creates higher
quality of life among older people, the findings are consistent with the view that digital engagement can enhance the lives of older people and so will help to
support policies and interventions to address potential ‘grey’ digital divides.
		
On a very practical level, initiatives to alleviate potential digital exclusion for older adults in Ireland have been introduced across the country. Since
2006, Age Action has been delivering free training on computers, tablets and smartphones to people over 55 years. More than 35,000 older people in 14
counties have taken part in Age Action’s Getting Started Computer Training programme run by thousands of volunteer tutors. The training is held in small
classes or groups and runs in libraries, community centres, schools, colleges, family resource centres, corporate offices, and housing complexes for older
people.
		
A more recent initiative was launched earlier this year, with ALONE and Active Retirement Ireland partnering with Vodafone Ireland Foundation to
deliver a new countrywide five-year digital skills training programme for older people. Called Hi Digital, the initiative seeks to bridge the digital divide by offering
free digital skills training to older people and upskilling the organisations that support them. The plan, which aims to train 230,000 older people, has three
different strands:
• A free online learning platform at hidigital.ie where participants can go online to learn basic digital skills, such as using a smartphone or communicating with
others via email or social media.
• In-person group classes across the country run by Active Retirement Ireland.
• Online and in-person workshops run by ALONE that will train individuals from organisations that support older people to become Digital Champions who can
then help older people get online and stay online.
		
For more information on these initiatives, see ageaction.ie, alone.ie and activeirl.ie.

The products featured on these pages have not been tested by the Consumers’ Association of Ireland and their inclusion here is not, in
any way, an endorsement of them.
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Progress on a common charger
A universal charger for mobile devices has long been a goal for ANEC,
the consumer voice in standardisation, and for consumer associations
around the world and June 2022 at last saw definitive action. New
rules have been agreed by the European Council, Commission and
Parliament that mean that all new devices on the EU market will have
to include a USB-C charging port by autumn 2024. The EU institutions
decided to enlarge the scope of the original proposal to include
handheld videogame consoles, keyboards, digital cameras, tablets,
earbuds and portable speakers that are rechargeable via a wired cable
– these will all have to be equipped with a USB Type-C port, regardless
of their manufacturer. Moreover, laptops will have to adapt to the
requirements but they will have 40 months rather than 24 months after
the revised Directive enters into force to give them time to make the
necessary changes. The longer implementation period of 40 months
is a compromise after disagreements over whether laptops should be
in scope, as they tend to require more power and use a wider variety of
chargers.
		
The introduction of a common charger has the twin benefits of increasing convenience for consumers and of reducing e-waste
arising from multiple chargers for various devices piling up in the home. The European Commission has estimated that the new plan will
save consumers around €250 million a year. Under the new agreement, consumers must also be provided with clear information and
labelling on new devices about charging options, as well as whether a product includes a charger. The goal will ultimately be to separate
the sale of chargers from the sale of electronic devices in order to reduce the environmental impact associated with the production and
disposal of multiple chargers. In the interests of futureproofing and avoiding new fragmentation arising in the market, harmonised
standards will also be set for wireless charging.
		
The revised rules will have implications for all manufacturers selling into the EU market, including Apple, which has vehemently
opposed the change, maintaining that it would reduce innovation. Nonetheless, the company is now reportedly testing future iPhone
models that replace its unique Lightning charging port with a USB-C connector.

Driverless taxis
The driverless taxi service industry got a major boost in June 2022
in the US when GM’s robo-taxi subsidiary Cruise was granted a
permit that allows its vehicles to run without backup drivers on
board. The California Public Utilities Commission issued its firstever Driverless Deployment Permit to Cruise, paving the way for the
launch of the first fully autonomous taxi service in San Francisco.
The permit marks the first time that robo-taxis have been allowed
to take paying customers without ensuring that a backup driver
is on board to handle tricky situations that the technology is not
ready to deal with yet.
		
There are a number of limitations to the service that
Cruise can provide, as it can only run on “select streets” in the city
between the hours of 10pm and 6am – so that the driverless cars
will not be encountering too much traffic. Moreover, the cars can
only drive at a maximum speed at 30mph and they cannot run in
adverse weather conditions such as heavy fog, heavy rain, hail,
sleet or snow. The permit allows Cruise to offer a paid passenger
service to the general public with a fleet of up to 30 all-electric
vehicles but although the company can collect fares for these
rides, it cannot offer shared rides between passengers from
different parties as a safety measure to ensure that passengers
do not become victims of assault or harassment from other
passengers.
		
Concerns were raised about the new service from a
number of sources, including Disability Rights California, which
noted that the service fails to meet the needs of certain disability
groups, as it does not currently provide wheelchair-accessible
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vehicles or auxiliary aids for hearing-impaired and deafblind
people. Moreover, the San Francisco Municipal Transportation
Agency expressed concern that Cruise's autonomous vehicles had
occasionally performed passenger pickups and drop-offs without
finding a legal place to stop, pulling to a halt in an active travel lane
and holding up other traffic. Cruise countered this by pointing out
that, as commercial vehicles, its cabs are allowed to do so when
"reasonably necessary". Ultimately, the city takes the view that
autonomous electric taxis will make the streets safer and the air
cleaner, while protecting passenger safety and improving access
to transport, especially for the disadvantaged.
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Counsel/Food pricing

		

Transparency in Food Inflation
The CAI’s Dermott Jewell calls for clarity and transparency on food
pricing and all elements of the food supply chain.
The Consumers’ Association of Ireland (CAI)
has, since 2000, been tracking the price of
an average supermarket basket of goods.
This, as Members will recall, was revisited
last March and, unsurprisingly, it reflected
an increase of just over 4% in the cost of the
basket since 2019. I say reflected because
within weeks that level of increase rose to an
average of 7% and, as published by the latest
Consumer Price Index (CPI), it continues
unabated. The Central Statistics Office (CSO)
findings showed the figure at 7.3% at April
2022 and at 8.3% by May.
		
Now, through the impact of
Brexit, restrictions of the pandemic and the
effects of numerous economic sanctions,
we are at the stage to expect and accept
this as a reality – albeit without the ability to
understand how to effectively cope with its
impact upon our budget and our families’
lives.
		
An online question of how inflation
affects the average consumer brings back
the reply of how, in such an environment,
unevenly rising prices inevitably reduce
the purchasing power of many consumers
and, importantly, it distorts their ability to
purchase and pay. What follows, and is now
a reality for a seriously increasing number
of our population, is a loss of consumer
confidence and a rise in the need for clarity
and transparency in everything affecting that
power of financial sustainability – for that
‘average’ consumer.
		
Government has stepped in to
mitigate the impact of energy, fuel, transport
and other areas where costs have risen to
eye-watering and life-altering prices. But not
on food.
		
For a number of years now, food
and beverage prices have been distorted.
The CAI survey is clear how it was necessary
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to compensate and recalibrate the prices
due to the various changes in package sizes
that have occurred over the years. The
report outlines that, given the frequency
with which manufacturers have altered their
package sizes over the last two decades,
the prices needed to be cross-referenced
with the appropriate package sizes to gain
an accurate view, for a number of products,
that were subjected to weight/volume
changes since the 2019 survey. This serves
to increase the unit price of the content but
not the displayed and advertised price to the
paying consumer.
		
Shrinkflation, as it is termed,
frustrates and challenges the consumer and,
in a crisis of inflation not experienced in over
20 years, will only serve to add distrust. We
must have transparency in pricing across all
sectors. If consumers are to cope, then they
must be in the position to make informed
choice. That is not the case when it comes
to food where, to put it plainly, there is the
advice to have the expectation of prices
rising with little other specific detail.
		
Discounted offers are significantly
down too. The CAI survey noted that, across
the three major supermarkets in 2019 survey,
there were 17 instances of price promotions
or discounts across eight different products,
while, in 2022, there were seven price
promotions involving five different products.
		
When we were younger or, in later
years, answering questions raised by our
children as to why we were making demands
of them or passing on difficult choices, the
answer was often reduced to – because! We
knew then it was not the correct answer
and that is precisely the case now. Very
significant effort was put into having our EU
Market Transparency Rules put into Irish law
in September 2021. The intention being to

bring a focus to price reporting obligations
and transparency to all elements of the food
supply chain.
		
In March of this year, Cabinet
approved the appointment of an
independent Food Ombudsman for Ireland.
A key stakeholder here is the consumer and
this long, long awaited appointment cannot
come soon enough. Expectations are high,
especially in terms of transparency in pricing
across the chain of supply and the CAI looks
forward to engaging with the Ombudsman as
soon as is possible.
		
The CSO correctly and fairly
outlines that we all have different tastes and
needs. The focus to a mortgage and rent
will hold priority over what remains to pay
bills and, importantly, buy food. This, they
explain, is why an average rate of inflation
is produced representing the average
consumer. However, when it becomes a
reality that, for some, there is a choice to be
made between heating or eating, then we
must look behind the pricing structure that
determines the cost at the till versus the
profit retained, or maintained, at such a time
in the lives of any consumer in Ireland.
		
Why do we need to do this?
Because alternatives and supports are not
immediately forthcoming; because little
change is advised to be made until the next
October 2022 budget; because the focus
must change to transparency and detail as
to what is the cost and what is the margin of
profit in all areas including food, products,
services, energy, transportation, education,
accommodation, insurance and, …….. and…….,
and ……..; and, finally – Because!
Dermott Jewell
Policy and Council Advisor
Consumers' Association of Ireland
July
/ August 2022
2022
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FOOD & HEALTH /Food safety complaints

See Something, Say Something
Consumers have a right
to safe food and a new
campaign aims to help
them exercise that right
by knowing how to
make a complaint when
a food safety issue arises.

REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
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On 7th June 2022, the Food Safety
Authority of Ireland (FSAI) launched a
new campaign to increase consumers’
awareness of their right to safe food
and how to make a complaint if needed.
The See Something, Say Something
campaign follows in the wake of
research that shows that almost two
thirds of adults in Ireland - or 61% - do
not know how to make a complaint in
relation to unfit food or poor hygiene
practices. The campaign was launched
to coincide with World Food Safety
Day, which this year is highlighting the
role that safe, nutritious food plays
in ensuring good human health and
well-being.
		
According to new research,
commissioned by the FSAI and involving
interviews in May 2022 with 1,000
adults across Ireland, three quarters of
adults are confident with the standard
of food safety in the country and 39%
or almost two in five people know how
to make a complaint if they encounter

poor hygiene practices or unfit food
when buying food or eating out. The
new campaign is aimed at the remaining
61% who are unsure about how to
file such a complaint and includes a
number of online videos providing them
with the knowledge they need. The
research further found that there are
disparities across generations when it
comes to lodging food safety-related
complaints, with consumers aged
54 and over the group least likely to
have ever done so. Meanwhile, when
they encounter a food safety issue,
Millennials – those aged 23 to 37 years
– are the age group least likely to know
how to submit a complaint.
		
Whether they are eating out
in a café or restaurant, ordering food
for delivery or takeaway, or doing their
grocery shopping, consumers who are
not happy with the standard of hygiene,
if they find that the food is not fit to
eat or if they have an issue with a food
label, should make a complaint.
July / August 2022

• there is no list of ingredients
• allergenic ingredients are not clearly
indicated
• there is no ‘best-before’ or ‘use-by’
date as required on most food products
• the information is misleading in some
way

		
On its website, the FSAI notes
what consumers should look out for. It
notes that hygiene in a food outlet or
business is poor if
• the shop or restaurant is visibly dirty
• staff handle raw meats or fish and
then other ready-to-eat foods without
washing their hands in between
• employees who are handling food
are also handling money or other
goods without washing their hands or
removing plastic gloves
• cloths are visibly soiled or are used on
a number of different surfaces
		
There are a number of reasons
why food may not be fit to eat, including
the following:
• it contains a foreign object such as
hair or an insect
• hot food is not at a piping hot
temperature
• the fridge containing the food is not
cold
• meats like pork or chicken are pink in
the centre

		
When a consumer encounters
one of the issues above, they should
start by making a complaint to the
person who is serving them and then
ask to speak with the manager of the
food business. The consumer can
report the premises or product to their
local environmental health officer (EHO)
or they can contact the FSAI using the
simple online ‘make a complaint’ form
on its website at https://www.fsai.ie/
make_a_complaint/online_complaint.
html.
		
The FSAI does not investigate
food safety complaints directly but
will forward the matter on to the
appropriate inspector, often the
EHO in the area of the premises in
question. All details provided on the
'make a complaint' form or to the FSAI
advice-line are fully confidential and
are required only for the purpose of
follow-up by the EHOs investigating the
complaint. Food complaints that relate
to a fish or fish processing premises are

referred to a sea fishery protection
office, while complaints relating to
a meat or dairy product/processing
plant may be referred to either
the local authority veterinary office or
the veterinary inspectors of the
Department of Agriculture, Food and
the Marine.
		
Consumers have a right to
safe food and they also have a right to
exercise that right, according to FSAI
Chief Executive Dr Pamela Byrne, who
notes that the See Something, Say
Something campaign empowers the
public with the knowledge they need to
file a complaint.

Cases of food poisoning
Consumers who suspect they have food poisoning should contact their
GP. Symptoms can occur days after eating the contaminated food and
may include nausea, vomiting, cramps, diarrhoea and/or a high temperature. Consumers should make a note of when and where they bought the
suspect food, when they first felt ill and what symptoms they experienced. If they still have any of the suspect food, they should put it in a
sealed container and store it in the fridge or freezer. If the GP confirms
a case of food poisoning, the consumer should contact the FSAI or their
local environmental health officer. If other people report illness associated with similar products or premises, the report can help highlight a
potential food poisoning outbreak.

• ready-to-eat food has come into
contact with raw meats or fish
• the food smells as if it has ‘gone off’
• it appears to be contaminated with
chemicals, such as disinfectants or
detergents
		
When it comes to food labels, a
consumer should complain if
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FOOD & HEALTH / Food labelling regulations

Revising the Rules on Food Information to
Consumers
Consumer Choice asked CAI
vice-chairperson Raymond
O’Rourke, as the association’s
food law expert, for his
views on the food labelling
aspects of the Department of
Health’s ongoing consultation
on the revision of Food
Information to Consumers
Regulation 1169/2011. The
points expressed below
form the CAI’s submission to
the Department, answering
questions on issues relating
to front-of pack nutrition
labelling, origin labelling, date
marking and alcohol labelling.
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Front-Of-Pack Nutrition Labelling
How can the introduction of a
harmonised front-of-pack nutrition
labelling scheme and the setting
of nutrient profiles best support
consumers to make choices that support
their dietary needs?
The controversial issue of ‘front-of-pack
nutrition labelling’ has been high on the
agenda of those following European
food labelling issues for many years.
As the Department of Health states
in its consultation document (taking
into account ESRI and Healthy Ireland
surveys):
		
“Overweight and obesity are
one of the major public health issues in
Ireland. At least one in five children aged
5 years and at least one in four young
people aged 17-18 years are living with
overweight or obesity. It is also estimated
that 60% of adults in Ireland are living
with overweight and obesity - this
has been relatively stable since 2015.
Individuals living in deprived areas are
more likely than those living in affluent
areas to have overweight or obesity.”
		
Front-of-pack nutrition labelling
is simplified nutrition information

provided on the front of food packaging,
aiming to help consumers with their food
choices. Under current EU rules, the
indication of nutrition information on
the front of pack is not mandatory but
can be provided on a voluntary basis. In
Ireland, most food products include a
front-of-pack label either in the format
of a reference intake value or the UK’s
‘traffic lights’ label. Both labels provide
information on the content of fat,
saturated fat, sugars and salt, and the
energy value by serving or portion of the
food. For the traffic lights label colours
are used to classify those nutrients as
'low' (green), 'medium' (amber) or 'high'
(red). Reference intake is shown in
percentages and provides information
on how the amount of fat, saturated fat,
sugars and salt within that product fits
into the daily recommended diet.
		
Many EU Member States in the
context of the European Commission’s
review of ‘front-of-pack’ labelling
advocate the use of the Nutri-Score label
used in France since 2017. It indicates the
overall nutritional quality of a given food
item. Food products are ranked with a
label on their packaging ranging from 'A' to
'E', with corresponding colours from dark
July / August 2022

green to dark orange, according to their
overall nutritional quality. The calculation
system takes into account both elements
to be limited, such as calories, saturated
fat, sugars or salt, and those to be
favoured, such as fibre, protein, nuts,
fruit, legumes and vegetables. The food
is assigned a colour and a letter based on
the resulting score, calculated per 100g or
100ml.
		
Our colleagues in BEUC support
the Nutri-Score scheme becoming
mandatory as it is the easiest label to
understand. Evidence from research
conducted in several EU Member States
demonstrates that Nutri-Score currently
is the best-performing scheme in aiding
consumers to compare the nutritional
value of foods across a range of products.
In addition, research shows it makes
shopping baskets healthier; incentivises
food manufacturers to improve their
recipes to make them healthier; and helps
consumers eat smaller portions.
		
The CAI would highlight Ireland
is in a particular dilemma with Brexit
as so many of the food products Irish
consumers purchase utilise the UK’s
traffic lights label. If the EU were to make
Nutri-Score mandatory, both Irish food
producers and imports from the UK will
face a regulatory nightmare – one logo
for Ireland, one logo for the UK. The UK
additionally in October 2020 commenced
a consultation entitled Building on
the success of front-of-pack nutrition
labelling in the UK, which states clearly
that the UK wants to improve the traffic
lights scheme – so it is here to stay for the
foreseeable future.

		
The CAI supports mandatory
EU front-of-pack labelling, but we fear
that with groups of EU Member States
supporting different options – NutriScore, Keyhole logo (Nordic countries)
and Italy’s ‘Nutrinform’ label – the
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European Commission will be unable to
get agreement throughout the EU for
a harmonised front-of-pack label. In
such a legal vacuum, food companies
will continue to ‘mask’ foods high in fats,
sugars and salts to the detriment of the
health of Irish consumers. In addition,
we in Ireland will have a particular
regulatory problem linked to Brexit and
the compatibility of the UK’s traffic
lights label with an EU-harmonised
label such as Nutri-Score – it will only
create consumer confusion in an area
already difficult for consumers to clearly
understand the information on a food
label. The CAI therefore would prefer to
keep the status quo BUT demand that
the Irish authorities inform consumers
through media and educational
campaigns how to better understand the
reference intake value/traffic lights label.

How can we ensure that the revision
of the Food Information to Consumers
(FIC) Regulation helps to address the
health inequalities experienced by
socioeconomically disadvantaged
groups, who often need additional
support regarding health and nutrition
literacy?
It is on this question where the CAI is
unsure if the Nutri-Score label gives any
added advantage to the Irish authorities
in trying to deal with the issue of obesity
and overweight, especially amongst
socioeconomically disadvantaged groups.
The Nutri-score label gives an overall
score for the food product so potentially
it can mask a product that may be high in
fat or sugars.
		
If your local GP informs you after
blood tests etc that you must lower your
intake of fats or sugars, the Nutri-Score
label may initially seem simple but in
actual fact the person is not really doing
any calculation on their intake of fats or
sugars. The traffic lights system does
with some assistance allow consumers,
in cooperation with their GP or other
healthcare person, to devise a good
weekly shopping plan of how to lower
their intake of fats or sugars causing
overweight or heart problems. Gaining
confidence, the consumer can then start
to notice more information on the label
such as that ‘one biscuit constitutes 10%
of your daily intake of sugar’ etc. As for
the general consumer, socioeconomically
disadvantaged consumers need
specific educational and media targeted
campaigns. The CAI believes this
approach would best link in with the Irish
Government’s National Nutritional Targets

compared to trying to link Nutri-Score
labels with those National Nutritional
Targets.

How should nutrient profiling be tailored
to the needs of the Irish population?
(What nutrients to include - those
targeted for increased consumption as
well as those targeted for decreased
consumption? Should portion sizes be
standardised (100g/ml) or categoryspecific? Should certain product
categories have tailored nutrient
profiles or be exempt?)
The traffic lights and Nutri-Score labels
require a nutrient profile to be established
unlike the reference intake value label. In
that case, the CAI is in favour of nutrient
profiles being established primarily for
their public health importance - i.e.,
when excessive or inadequate intakes
of certain nutrients are associated with
adverse health effects. As part of the
EU’s Farm to Fork Strategy, the European
Commission asked the European Food
Safety Authority (EFSA) to provide
scientific advice on nutrient profiling.
EFSA concluded that intakes of energy,
saturated fats, sodium and added sugars/
free sugars are too high in Europe, so
reducing them would help to combat
chronic diseases linked to unhealthy
diets. Dietary fibre and potassium
intakes, however, are too low in most
European adult populations, so increasing
them would also contribute to improved
health.
		
The CAI supports this scientific
advice and believes that it will be of
benefit to the Irish authorities, especially
when the European Commission
incorporates EFSA’s scientific advice into
their proposal on front-of-pack labelling.
The CAI would also support portion sizes
being standardised per 100g/100ml as
the consumer best understands food
consumption intake in that format
rather than category-specific advice.
The CAI believes that tailoring product
categories with nutrient profiles is an
issue for the future – it has taken over
ten years to even get to this point so the
EU/Irish authorities should immediately
incorporate use of the nutrient profiles
both for front-of-pack labelling and
nutrition and health claims.

Origin Labelling
Do you think that consumers are looking
for more information on origin labelling
and do you think that they understand
origin information that is already
declared on certain foods?
July / August 2022

EU legislation presently exists for
mandatory country of origin labelling for
particular meats such as beef, pork, lamb,
goats and poultry. In the wake of the
horsemeat scandal, consumer advocates
argued that the scandal could have been
averted if producers and manufacturers
had to mandatorily label the origin of
meats used as an ingredient in processed
foods such as meat pies, lasagne etc.
Compulsory origin labelling would not
be a complete panacea, but it certainly
would have made it more difficult for
traders to pass off horsemeat as beef.
		
The CAI has always supported
compulsory origin labelling of meats
and has written to the Irish Minister of
Health when Commission proposals
were being adopted at EU level. Irish
consumers in Bord Bia surveys regularly
indicate that origin labelling is one of the
most important items for them when
looking at a food label to purchase food.
Unfortunately, despite the introduction
of a number of pieces of origin labelling
consumers are still misled by labels,
which the CAI has persistently highlighted
over the years, such as sliced chicken sold
as being ‘Made in Wicklow’ yet the origin
of the chicken was the Netherlands –
such misleading practices need to cease
and are dependent on better enforcement
of the legislation by the Irish authorities.

the Food Information Regulation (Article
2(q)) as “an ingredient or ingredients that
represent more than 50% of that food
and which are usually associated with the
name of the food by the consumer and
for which in most cases a quantitative
indication is required”.
		
EU Regulation 2018/775
requires that where the country of origin
of a final food is given and where this is
not the same as the origin of the primary
ingredient, then the origin of the primary
ingredient must also be given.
		
Any new legislative proposals
on milk and meat as an ingredient must
clearly utilise the definition of a primary
ingredient in the Food Information
Regulation and the additional provisions
in the implementing Regulation 2018/775,
so that food companies cannot continue
to mask the origin of primary ingredients
in existing products despite the
legislation being crystal clear.
		
Irish consumers purchasing
food products originating in Ireland are
assisting in lowering the carbon miles of
that product, which is in line with the EU’s
Farm to Fork Strategy.

Given that the Farm to Fork Strategy
is working towards a fair, healthy
and environmentally-friendly food
system, how do you see origin labelling
contributing to this?
The CAI supports origin labelling for
the all the categories mentioned in the
Commission’s discussion document on
food information as follows:
• milk and milk used as an ingredient
• meat used as an ingredient
• rabbit and game meat
• rice
• durum wheat used in pasta
• potatoes and
• tomatoes used in certain tomato
products
		
Meat used as an ingredient
is crucial as it relates to the example
mentioned - sliced chicken being sold
as ‘Made in Wicklow’ yet the origin of
the chicken is the Netherlands. The
legislation is clear when meat is used as
ingredient it should follow the definition of
a ‘primary ingredient’ which is defined in
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Date Marking
How can we better inform consumers
about the difference between ‘best
before’ and ‘use by’ dates through a
revision of the current date marking
rules?
Information on the shelf life of foodstuffs
is provided under EU food information
rules contained in EU Regulation
1169/2011. The legislation requires that
the shelf life of pre-packed foodstuffs
be indicated either by a ‘use by’ date or a
date of minimum durability (‘best before’).
Foods that from a microbiological point
of view are highly perishable and are

therefore likely after a short period of
time to pose an immediate danger to
human health must contain a ‘use by’
date. After the ‘use by’ date expires a
food is deemed unsafe under EU Law and
cannot be sold to consumers.
		
A ‘use by’ date is used for readyto-eat and chilled foods such as milk,
cheese, yogurt, fish, meat etc.
The ‘best before’ date, is the date until
which a foodstuff retains its specific
properties e.g. taste, aroma, appearance,
vitamin content etc. when the product
has been stored appropriately and the
package unopened. A ‘best before’
date is used for food products such as
biscuits, canned foods, breakfast cereals
etc. Many foods that are past their ‘best
before’ date may be safe to eat, but their
quality is likely to have deteriorated.
Non-prepacked or loose foods offered
for sale to the final consumer on the
premises or at local markets do not
require date marking.
		
Whilst the mandatory date
marking is clear, the CAI has on
numerous occasions and again in a
recent FSAI Consultation on Food
Labelling highlighted the confusion
many consumers face with the plethora
of indications on foodstuffs such as
‘sell by’, ‘expires on’, ‘display until’ etc.
followed by an appropriate date. These
indications add to consumer confusion
and misunderstanding, particularly with
regard to the shelf life of perishable food
products they purchase.
Food businesses argue that these
additional indications are utilised for
stock control purposes – if so, there must
be a means whereby this information
is not so prominently displayed on the
food product so that consumers are not
presented with a choice between ‘sell by’
and ‘use by’ dates on a yoghurt carton.
Such a choice confuses many consumers
as to the ultimate safety of such a food
product.
		
The CAI therefore demands that
any new legislative proposals must aim
to provide clarity for consumers on the
plethora of indications used particularly
on perishable foods – ideally, we would
advocate that only the ’use by’ date be
used for perishable foods and that all
other similar, confusing indications be
deleted or banned.

Current consumer understanding of
date marking is a problem leading to
unnecessary food waste and one of
the policy options is to improve the
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expression and presentation - e.g. add a
visual presentation, possibly alongside
an amendment of the current text-based
presentation. What are the thoughts/
concerns in this regard?
Danone in April 2021 announced it will
implement a new expiry date display
on its products gradually moving from
“consume/use until” (à consommer
jusqu’au) to “consume/use before” (à
consommer de préférence avant) stating
that this change can help reduce or
even prevent food waste. Danone’s
move involves its major dairy division
and includes products like Actimel and
Danio, consisting of a total of 85% of the
company’s dairy product portfolio.
The European Commission urged caution
about the expiry date marking of highly
perishable food when questioned
about Danone’s announced plans. The
Commission argued that it is up to
national competent authorities from
countries where Danone place such
products on the market to decide if
this new Danone date marking regime
contravenes EU Law. This is an example
where the EU Commission ‘passes
the buck’ to national authorities with
the possibility of furthering consumer
misunderstanding about the actual
meaning of date marking when it is mixed
up with the issue of decreasing food
waste.
		
The date marking legislation is
presently under review as part of the EU’s
Farm to Fork Strategy and the European
Commission intends to present a new
legislative proposal on date marking by
the end of 2022.
		
Misunderstanding and misuse of
date marking indeed leads to significant
food waste, as outlined in the Farm to
Fork Strategy, in which food waste is a key
theme. The Commission estimates that
up to 10% of the 88 million tonnes of food
waste generated annually in the EU is
linked to date marking on products. With
regard to food waste, the EU intends to
establish EU-wide targets for food waste
reduction by 2023.
		
These two anticipated legislative
proposals on date marking and food
waste demonstrate the debate between
food safety and sustainability at the
heart of the EU’s Farm to Fork Strategy.
Following the BSE and Belgian dioxin
crisis, the EU radically reformed its food
regulatory system. The outcome was that
food was regulated almost exclusively
from Europe, but most importantly for
the CAI it had consumer protection at its
heart.
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Food waste is a major problem
for us all – we cannot continue to permit
this practice, which impacts on carbon
emissions. The CAI therefore supports
the EU in its efforts to create a more
sustainable food system with EU-wide
targets for waste reduction. At the same
time, the CAI does not want to lose the
consumer protection benefits gained
by means of the food safety regulatory
system introduced at EU level in the wake
of the BSE and Belgian dioxin crises.
		
The new date marking proposals
should outlaw the plethora of misleading
indications used on food products such as
‘sell by or ‘display by’. In addition, utilising
the recent EFSA Guidance documents it
should be possible to avoid permitting
food companies like Danone re-organising
the date marking on their products to
highlight their food waste credentials at
the possibility of undermining food safety.
		
The CAI believes that it is
possible to combine both sustainability
and food safety in any new proposals on
date marking, so long as the EU keeps the
consumer at the centre of such proposals.

Alcohol Labelling
Do you agree that harmonising the
labelling requirements for alcoholic
beverages would lead to a level playing
field across the alcoholic beverage
sector?
The European Commission had a public
consultation from 13th December
2021 to 7th March 2022 seeking views
from stakeholders on the possibility of
introducing legislative provisions for
a mandatory list of ingredients and a
nutrition declaration on all alcoholic
beverages. At present, alcoholic
beverages are an exception under the
Food Information Regulation 1169/2011
- therefore it is not mandatory for such
products to include a list of ingredients
and a nutrition declaration.
		
The CAI would highlight to
the Department of Health provisions
of EU Regulation 2021/2117 amending
Regulation 1308/2013 establishing a
common organisation of the markets in
agricultural products.
		
For the wine sector (as of 8th
December 2023), the Regulation specifies
that the labelling of such products must
now include a nutrition declaration
and a list of ingredients. The nutrition
declaration can be limited to the energy
value only. The nutrition declaration and
the list of ingredients may be provided
by electronic means through the use of
a QR code rather than on the bottle, but

the indication of allergens must still be
listed on the bottle label rather than by
electronic means.
		
Since the wine sector has agreed
to providing a nutrition declaration and
lists of ingredients by means of this new
legislation, the CAI sees no obstacle to
the same information being provided for
all other alcoholic drinks - e.g. beers and
spirits.
		
In that case, the CAI advocates
that the labelling provisions in EU
Regulation 2021/2117 for the wine sector
be drafted into new labelling legislation
for all other alcoholic drinks such as beers
and spirits.

What impact will additional information
on ingredients and nutrition declaration
have on informing consumer choice?
The CAI is always in favour of as much
information being provided on a product
as a means of assisting consumer choice.
In the case of alcoholic products, it will
force business to list any additives or
processing aids that they use in their
products, which may be very important
for certain consumers who have potential
adverse reactions to such ingredients.
The CAI would support the Department
of Health utilising provisions in the Public
Health Act (Alcohol) Act 2008 to introduce
further regulations on the health labelling
of alcoholic products.
Is the use of QR codes to facilitate
provision of some information off-label
sufficient to inform consumers?
The CAI would support the provisions
in EU Regulation 2021/2117 where
the nutrition declaration and list of
ingredients should be placed on the bottle
label but businesses have the option to
provide the information electronically by
means of a QR code with the exception
of allergen information. The wine and
spirits sector has been very reluctant
to agree to such labelling at all, so for
the consumer it is a win that the sector
will have to align with the food sector.
Depending on the reaction of consumers,
the wine and spirits sector may find
out that placing the information on the
bottle label may in the long run enhance
consumer confidence rather than utilising
the electronic option by means of a QR
code. The QR is likely to the best means
of informing young consumers, which is a
good thing.
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LIFESTYLE / Sunscreens

Shining a Light
on Sunscreens
Some pricey mineral sunscreens may not provide
adequate sun protection, whereas some inexpensive
brands can do an impressive job of keeping our skin
safe. So, which sun creams shine through?
Few of us are unaware of the need to
protect our skin from the sun and, indeed,
one of the distinctive smells of summer
is the scent of sun cream, which should
be applied liberally whenever the clouds
part, both at home and abroad. But how
do sun creams work, can you rely on
what it says on the bottle and are some
brands more effective than others? Our
colleagues in the UK at Which have tested
a range of sun cream brands, from budget
bargains to premium products, and found
that splashing out on an expensive bottle
will not necessarily guarantee optimum
sun safety. So which products can you
trust and which should you avoid?

Chemical sunscreens vs
mineral sunscreens
From lotions and milks, to creams and
gels, to sprays and roll-ons, sunscreens
work to provide protection from ultraviolet
(UV) light radiation from sunlight. Two
types of UV light radiation reach the Earth
– UVA and UVB – and both are damaging
to our skin. UVA has been linked with
premature ageing, while UVB is the main
cause of sunburn and reddening of the
skin. Both UVA and UVB have been linked
with skin cancer. The sun protection
factor (SPF) in a sun cream gives an
indication of the amount of protection
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At a glance
• Chemical sunscreens vs mineral sunscreens
• Test findings
• Tips for proper application

using it offers against UVB radiation and
how much longer skin will take to redden,
compared with unprotected skin. The
UV filters in sun cream are classified into
either chemical or physical - also known
as mineral sun creams - or a combination
of the two.
		
Chemical and physical UV filters
have the same goal of blocking UV rays,
but they achieve it in different ways.
Chemical sun creams are made up of
organic compounds such as octocrylene
and homosalate, which are absorbed
into the skin and deliver protection by
absorbing UV rays, either releasing the
energy as heat or altering the 3D shape of
the chemical, which then breaks down. In
contrast, physical or mineral sun creams
use naturally occurring minerals, such as
titanium dioxide and zinc oxide, which sit
on top of the skin to create a barrier that
acts like a mirror, reflecting and scattering
the UV light. These products are not
absorbed as easily and leave a white
residue or cast on the skin, though some
formulations manage to avoid this issue
and are more transparent.
		
Mineral sunscreens have grown
in popularity in recent years due to a
number of factors. Those with sensitive
skin may find that chemical filters that
soak up UV radiation cause irritation,

whereas mineral sunscreens that use
physical blockers can seem like a better
option. There are some safety concerns
that chemical UV filters can be absorbed
into the bloodstream through the skin
but nothing has been proven and more
research would be needed. There
is also the question of the potential
environmental impact of chemical
sunscreens, with some UV filtering
chemicals – such as oxybenzone and
octinoxate – linked to coral bleaching
and damage. In contrast, mineral
sunscreens often promote themselves
as being ‘reef-safe’ or ‘ocean-friendly’ –
however, these terms are not regulated,
and so it is unclear what they actually
mean and which products can lay claim
to them. Moreover, it is not clear the
degree to which sunscreen ingredients
affect ocean life. Nonetheless, given a
number of unresolved issues, mineral
sunscreens appear to have the upper
hand over chemical-based products.
The problem is that testing by a number
of consumer associations across
the world, including Which in the UK
and Consumer Reports in the US, has
uncovered an alarming pattern of
mineral sunscreens failing to deliver
their claimed level of SPF or UVA
protection or not providing the same
July / August 2022

level of protection that chemical products
do.

Testing results
Our UK colleagues at Which closely
examine sun cream products to ensure
that they offer the level of protection that
they claim. Tests are aimed at finding out
whether the product matches the SPF on
the label, whether it will protect from UVA,
and if it is easily absorbed and pleasant to
apply. Assessing the SPF claim involves
applying a specified and consistent
amount to a minimum of ten volunteers’
backs before shining a UV light on the
area to simulate the rays of the sun. A
record is made of when the skin turns
red and of the smallest dose of UVB light
needed to turn the skin red, both with
and without the sun cream – from this,
the sun cream’s SPF is established. To
determine the UVA protection provided, a
machine called a spectrophotometer that
measures light is used to calculate the
amount of UVA radiation absorbed by the
sun cream.
		
When these tests were
conducted recently on a number of
pricey mineral sunscreens, the results
were disappointing. For example, Which
found that Clinique Mineral Sunscreen
Lotion for Body SPF30, priced at a hefty
€25 for 125ml, barely provided a third
of its claimed SPF and also failed to
provide adequate UVA protection. On the
plus side, it is nicely easy to apply – but
this does not make up for its lack of
effectiveness against radiation from the
sun. Meanwhile, Hawaiian Tropic Mineral
Protective Sun Milk SPF30 promises
100% mineral-based UV protection and
‘reef-friendly’ credentials, but tests found
that it only provided around two thirds of
its SPF30 claim, meaning it won't protect
you as much as you expect.
		
Green People Scent Free Sun
Cream SPF30, which we found recently
priced at €28.40 for 200ml, fared a little
better. This product lived up to its claim
for SPF protection, probably due to the
inclusion of Isoamyl p-Methoxycinnamate
(an approved chemical UV filter, which
Green People states is from a natural
source). Unfortunately, however, the sun
cream fell short on UVA protection.
		
While these relatively expensive
sun creams failed to provide the promised
protection, a number of modestly priced
products delivered very impressive
results. One example is Nivea’s Sun
Protect and Moisture SPF30 Spray, which
is not only exceptionally easy to apply but
it will provide first-class sun protection
for just €10.50 for 200ml. An even more
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economical but equally effective buy is
the Boots Soltan Protect and Moisturise
Suncare Spray SPF30. It is very simple to
apply, absorbing easily into the skin with
little white residue left behind, and it will
deliver excellent SPF and UVA protection
for a mere €5.00 for a 200ml bottle. For
additional protection for the little ones in
your life, Boots Soltan Kids Protect and
Moisturise Suncare Lotion SPF50+ is a
similarly impressive product that again
costs €5.00 per 200ml.

Application advice
Just buying the right sunscreen is not
enough, however, if you don’t use a
sufficient amount and apply it correctly.
One advantage of a cheap product is
that you are likely to use it more liberally,
though ease of application can come into
play here. More expensive sunscreens
may feel nicer on the skin and more
pleasant to use and reapply frequently,
whereas if cheaper products feel tacky or
greasy, you may not use them as much.
		
The chances are that you are
not using an adequate amount of sun
cream to avail of the protection it can
provide. Our colleagues at Choice in
Australia, which has one of the highest
skin cancer rates in the world and where
protection from the sun is of paramount
importance, note that you should be
applying sun cream at a rate of 2mg per
square centimetre of skin, which equates
to about 35ml - or seven teaspoons - for
the average adult body.
You need to apply:
• One teaspoon for head and neck
• Two teaspoons for the torso
• Two teaspoons for the arms (one
for each arm)
• Two teaspoons for the legs (one for each
leg)

likely to get the stated SPF benefit.
• Cover all parts of the body not protected
by clothing (don't forget your ears, the
back of your neck, the backs of your
hands and the tops of your feet).
• Apply it evenly, and don't rub it in
excessively – most sunscreens will
absorb into the outer layer of skin and
don't need to be rubbed in vigorously.
• Reapply at least once every two hours
and after swimming or exercise.
• Think beyond the beach and pool – use
sunscreen whenever you go outdoors for
a significant amount of time, such as to
the park, a lunchtime walk to the shops,
playing sports or gardening.
• Store your sunscreen at a temperature
of less than 30°C. If you leave it in the
glovebox of your car or in the sun, it may
lose its effectiveness. Keep it in the
shade or wrapped in a towel.
• Don't use sunscreens that have passed
their expiry date as they may have lost
their effectiveness.
		
Sunscreen is not our only
defence against harmful rays from the
sun and Cancer Council Australia has
outlined a succinct set of strategies to
protect ourselves:
•
•
•
•
•

slip (on clothing)
slop (on sunscreen at least 30+)
slap (on hat)
seek (some shade)
slide (on some sunglasses)

		
Staying safe in the sun involves a
multipronged approach but knowing that
you can rely on the sun cream you buy and
how to apply it properly is a good start.

		
However, many people use less
than this, which substantially reduces the
effectiveness of the product. Moreover,
not applying sunscreen often enough, not
reapplying after swimming or exercising,
and inadvertently rubbing it off on
clothing, towels and so on can also reduce
its effectiveness. Choice offers the
following tips for using sunscreen:
• Put it on clean, dry skin 15 to 30 minutes
before you go out in the sun to allow it
time to interact with your skin. Then
reapply it just before you go out – you'll
increase the amount applied and be more
July / August 2022
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Prepaid Credit Cards… the benefits
and the costs
Prepaid credit cards can represent a handy way of
budgeting, a safe and secure payment method for
spending abroad and a means of helping teenagers
manage their money. Here’s what you need to know.

At a glance
• Prepaid cards vs credit cards
• Fees and charges

In the current challenging environment
as so many of us grapple with the rapidly
rising cost of living, payment methods that
offer greater control over our spending
along with increased security have a
growing appeal. One option to look into
are prepaid credit cards, which operate
similarly to a gift card in that money is
loaded onto the card in advance and any
money spent is deducted from the balance.
These prepaid credit cards can be used in
multiple locations around the world just
like a regular credit card but you will only
be able to spend the amount loaded onto
the card so there is no chance of running
up high levels of debt. As well as providing
increased control over your spending,
prepaid credit cards can offer peace of
mind if you are shopping online as they
reduce the chances of becoming the victim
of fraud and, even if you inadvertently
fall prey to a scam, your credit card
and current accounts will be protected.
Moreover, with summer travel back on the
agenda, prepaid credit cards can offer a
safe and secure way of spending overseas

cards, prepaid cards can be obtained
without a bank account and they can
offer a convenient payment method for
those who are unable to obtain a credit
card. Because you don’t need to be credit
checked for a prepaid card, as you would if
you were applying for a current account or
credit card, even those with a poor credit
rating can get a prepaid card – although
there may be identity and age checks
involved. Some consumers who do
possess credit cards but who do not want
to use them online see prepaid cards as a
safer way of paying for goods and services
over the internet. Prepaid cards can also
help to curb your online spending as the
predetermined limit of funds on the card
means that you cannot get carried away
and give in to impulse purchases in the
same way that debit or credit cards can
allow.
		
Prepaid cards often carry either
the Visa or MasterCard symbol and can
be used for purchases wherever a credit
card is accepted. You can use them at
home and abroad to pay for goods and
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and, particularly if young people are taking
trips without their parents for the first
time, these cards can be an ideal way of
helping them to manage their money while
they are away. So, how do these cards
work, what is on offer on the Irish market
and what are the costs involved?

Prepaid cards versus credit
cards
The key difference between a regular
credit card and a prepaid card is that
the money you spend using the card is
money that you have uploaded in advance.
You will only be able to spend up to the
preloaded amount, whereas with a credit
card you are borrowing the money from
your provider - and you can keep on
spending and potentially running up high
levels of debt on which you may be charged
high rates of interest. Thus, prepaid cards
can be a real asset in terms of setting
limits on your spending and avoiding
getting into debt that you will struggle to
repay.
		
Moreover, unlike debit or credit

REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
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services in shops, restaurants and online
as well as withdrawing money at ATMs and
paying utility bills. Some cards also have
a chip and PIN feature. Top-up options
typically include directly transferring
funds from a bank account, via debit or
credit card on the provider’s website, or
even using cash at one of 2,000 Payzone
outlets across Ireland – though this can
be a pricey option. Although no credit
checks apply to prepaid cards because you
are not being approved for access to any
credit, there may be limits to the amount
of money that can be loaded onto the card
and, for anti-money-laundering purposes,
users may have to provide proof of address
and identity once they exceed a certain
threshold.

Fees and charges
There are numerous situations and
scenarios in which prepaid credit cards
can be a highly useful payment method
that will ensure that you don’t fall into debt
and have to pay interest charges. However,
it is important that consumers are aware
of the fees that can attach to these cards,
which can vary greatly depending on the
provider and card type. Prepaid cards may
charge some or all of the following fees:
• An initial one-off charge or start-up fee
for purchasing the card
• Annual or monthly fees
• Top-up charges that are applied when
loading money onto the card
• An annual €5 Government stamp duty

charge
• Purchase or transaction fees when you
use the card
• Fees for making withdrawals from ATMs
• Foreign currency transaction fees
• Non-usage fees that are applied when
the card has been inactive for a set period
of time
		
With the range of charges
and the sums involved varying wildly,
consumers will need to do some research
to find the card type that suits them best.
Consumers will need to factor in how they
will use the card, what features will benefit
them and how they can keep costs down
in order to get the best value from this
payment method. Bonkers.ie provides
an online tool that lets you compare a
number of prepaid cards on the Irish
market and the different features, fees
and charges involved – see the table below
for the results obtained on June 20th
2022. Providers may offer both basic and
increasingly premium cards that deliver
different benefits and capabilities but that
come with increased fees and charges.

Other options
Switcher.ie notes that new digital providers
are popping up all the time, but that not
all are regulated by the Central Bank of
Ireland. Moreover, providers like Revolut
and N26 offer a range of online banking
services that continue to expand. Other

providers on the market that are not
mentioned on the table and that may be
worth considering include Dutch bank
bunq, which offers a prepaid Mastercard
that has several benefits of a credit card
and is useful for spending abroad but will
need to be preloaded. Another option for
spending while overseas is a ‘borderless
account’ with Wise, which aims to make
spending in multiple currencies cheaper
and easier. Meanwhile, the An Post
Currency Card is a prepaid Mastercard that
lets you top up 16 currencies, including
euro, onto a single card. The funds are
loaded into the relevant currency wallet,
with exchange rates locked in on the date
of purchase, top up or when you move
money between currencies. The card can
be used in shops, restaurants and ATMs
around the world, with a maximum total
limit on the card of €10,000 or currency
equivalent. For most standard prepaid
cards, you will need to be over 18 years of
age but some cards have a lower minimum
age of 16 years and the Makes Cents
prepaid card is aimed at pre-teens and
teens aged between eight and 18 years,
with an accompanying app that allows
parents to manage and monitor their
children’s expenses.
		
Whatever your reasons for
needing a prepaid credit card, it will pay
to do your research first to ensure that
the card will cater to your specific needs
and that it will be cost effective for you to
use. Making sure to only use free top-up
methods and limiting ATM withdrawals
can help to keep the costs of these cards
to a minimum while benefiting from the
advantages they can provide.

Table: Fees and features of a number of prepaid credit cards available on the Irish market
Prepaid card

Purchase
cost

Annual/
monthly fee

Top-up methods and fees

Apple
Pay

Revolut - Standard

€0

€0

Credit card, debit card and bank transfer
top-ups are free

✓

N26 - Mastercard

€0

€0

Debit card and bank transfer top-ups are free

✓

Swirl - Prepaid Mastercard

€0

€0

Bank transfer top-ups are free; debit card topups €0.99; Payzone outlets
€2.99 for top up of €10 - €350, €3.99 for top up
of €351 - €500

Revolut - Premium Card

€0

€7.99 monthly

Credit card, debit card and bank transfer
top-ups are free

✓

N26 - You Mastercard

€0

€9.90 monthly

Debit card and bank transfer top-ups are free

✓

Revolut - Metal Card

€0

€13.99 monthly

Credit card, debit card and bank transfer
top-ups are free

✓

Neteller Net+ Prepaid
MasterCard

€0

€8.00 annual

Bank transfer topups free; credit card topups
1.9%

Skrill - Prepaid Mastercard

€10

€10.00 annual

Credit card, debit card and bank transfer
top-ups are free

✓

Google
Pay

✓

✓

Maximum
single
top-up

ATM cash withdrawal
fee

Foreign
exchange
rate

Chip and
PIN

Extra features

€30,000

€200 free ATM withdrawals per month; 2%
charge per additional
withdrawal

n/a

Five ATM free withdrawals per month; €2.00 per
additional withdrawal

1.70%

✓

€2,500

€1.50 ATM/cash withdrawal fee

5.00%

✓

€30,000

€400 Free ATM
withdrawals per month.

✓

Free medical overseas insurance

n/a

Five ATM free withdrawals per month; €2.00 per
additional withdrawal

✓

Alliance Insurance
Package; Mobile
phone teft insurance;

€30,000

€600 Free ATM
withdrawals per month;
2% charge per additional
withdrawal

✓

Free medical
overseas insurance;
1% cashback

n/a

€1.75 ATM/cash withdrawal fee

3.99%

✓

n/a

€1.50 ATM/cash withdrawal fee

3.99%

✓

✓

Information obtained online at bonkers.ie on 20th June 2022.
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Examining Student Current Accounts
Consumer Choice examines the banking options for
third-level students and how they can avoid day-to-day
transaction fees and charges.
As young people prepare to embark on
college life, one of the first tasks on the
agenda come September may be to open
their first current account with a bank to
manage their financial affairs. As we saw
in our February 2022 report, regular current
accounts can charge fairly significant fees
for minding your money. In most cases,
there will be monthly or quarterly fees - and
these fees may be instead of or in addition
to charges for individual transactions, such
as ATM withdrawals, debit card payments
and chip and PIN transactions. The appeal
of signing up to a student account with
the major banks is that these fees are
largely waived as the banks seek to attract
young people whom they hope will become
potential life-long clients. As one of the
perks of being a student, fee-free banking
is definitely something that you should take
full advantage of.
		
Dedicated student accounts are
on offer from the three main retail banks
that will be left in Ireland once Ulster
Bank and KBC Bank have completed their
withdrawal. Students can compare these
accounts from AIB, Bank of Ireland and
Permanent TSB using the comparison
tools on bonkers.ie and on the website of
the Competition and Consumer Protection
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Commission (CCPC) at ccpc.ie. The table
below features information obtained on
the three accounts on ccpc.ie on 21st June
2022.
		
Fee-free banking by the three
major providers of student current accounts
includes no charges for cash or ATM
withdrawals, contactless payments, direct
debits, in-branch transactions and debit
card payments in euro. The banks apply
various additional charges as outlined
on the table below, usually for unpaid
items – when the funds in the account
are insufficient to cover the payments
due – or for cheques that have been lodged
and returned unpaid. Other services that
may attract a charge include duplicate
statements and setting up, cancelling
or amending a standing order. All three
accounts offer online account access and a
mobile banking app that enables customers
to check their balance, pay bills and
manage their finances from anywhere.
		
To open a student current
account, most banks require you to be
enrolled in a full-time third-level CAOrecognised course, usually spanning at
least one academic year. Thus, students
may have to wait until they are offered a
course in early September so that they

REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
At a glance
• Student accounts fees and features
• Online-only accounts
• Credit union accounts
can provide the necessary proof, which
can take the form of a dated letter of
acceptance, invoice or receipt from your
third-level institution. The eligibility rules
of some banks have an age minimum of 18
years of age but you may be able to get an
account aimed at second-level students
or teenagers from the age of 16 or even
younger with parental consent. This
second-level student account can typically
be turned into a third-level student account
as needed. Opening an account can be done
in-person in your local branch or there may
be an option to complete the process online
or through the bank’s mobile app. Typically,
all you will need is proof that you are living
in Ireland, have a valid passport or other
acceptable photographic ID and are doing a
full-time third-level education course.
		
EBS does not offer a dedicated
student account but its Money Manager
account has no maintenance or day-to-day
transaction fees. Charges are applied
for unpaid direct debits and cheques,
for duplicate statements and for stop
instructions. Online banking is available
with this account, which is open to all those
who are over 18 years and living in the
Republic of Ireland.
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Table: Fees and features of three student current accounts offered by major retail banks
Account name

AIB Student Plus Account

Bank of Ireland 3rd Level Current Account

Permanent TSB Student Current Account

Maintenance and transaction fees

Fee-free banking for day-to-day transactions.
Additional charges for standing order amendment or cancellation€2.50; standing order setup
€4.50; lodged cheque returned unpaid €4.44;
unpaid item €10

Overdraft facility

Nominal interest charged on authorised
overdraft 0% up to €1,500 and 11.85% after that;
Surcharge interest on unauthorised overdraft 0%

Non-euro cash withdrawal fee:

VISA Debit cards: Cash withdrawal transaction
fee of up to 2.5% of euro value. Commission of 1%
is also charged (min €2.00, max €6.00)

3.5% (min €3.17, max €11.43)

3.5% (min €3.17, max €11.43)

Using a debit card for purchases in
foreign currency:

VISA Debit cards: 1.75% (min €0.45, max €11.00)

2% (max €11.43)

1.75% (min €0.46, max €11.43)

Fee-free banking for day-to-day transactions.

n/a

Fee-free banking for day-to-day transactions.
Additional charges for outgoing
credit transfers €0.50; lodged cheque
returned uppaid €10; unpaid item €10;
duplicate statement €2.50

Nominal interest charged on authorised
overdraft 15%; Surcharge interest on
unauthorised overdraft 12%

Emergency cash

✓

n/a

✓

Cashback facility

✓ - up to €100

✓

n/a

Online account access

✓

✓

✓

Mobile app

✓

✓

✓

Apple Pay

✓

✓

✓

Google Pay

✓

✓

n/a

In-branch banking

✓

✓

✓

Online-only current account
Students may not feel the need to be able
to access a bank branch and may be very
happy to sign up to an online-only bank
such as N26. The N26 standard current
account offers fee-free banking, online
account access, a mobile app, support for
Apple Pay and Google Pay and no foreign
exchange fees on non-euro debit card
purchases. Moreover, users are allowed
three free ATM withdrawals a month, after
which a €2.00 fee per withdrawal applies.
There are no other day-to-day transaction
fees and the only additional charges you
may encounter are for unpaid cheques
(€3.00) and a charge of €10.00 to replace a
lost or stolen ATM or debit card. There is
no overdraft facility on offer, however, for
those who might need it.
		
Another online-only option
that will be worth considering is the
increasingly popular Revolut, which
was recently granted a licence from the
European Central Bank, turning it into
a fully-fledged online bank in Ireland.
Revolut now offers personal loans and
other banking services to consumers
here but it is still awaiting an Irish IBAN
for its current account offering. Although
this does not stop it from being used as a
current account, direct debit payments are
trickier to set up at the moment and some
organisations may not be able to accept a
non-Irish IBAN due to out-dated systems.
For those who like to deal in cash, Revolut
will not be the answer as there are no bank
branches to accept cash for deposits and
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ATM withdrawal charges will kick in after
a certain limit is withdrawn each month
depending on the account you sign up to.
Again, there is no credit card or overdraft
facility currently.
		
On the plus side, Revolut excels
at effortlessly transferring money to
others – either into another Revolut
account or to a bank account and its
mobile app has myriad handy features,
including the ability to quickly freeze
your card and unfreeze it just as fast,
to temporarily disable the contactless
feature or online transactions when
you want added security and to block
payments at the touch of a button. The
N26 app offers similar features though
they are not quite as wide-ranging as
those on Revolut. Meanwhile, the mobile
apps of the major retail banks have some
catching up to do, though AIB and Bank of
Ireland both provide the ability to freeze
and unfreeze your card in-app and to send
money to others using just their phone
contacts.

banking for day-to-day transactions along
with instant access to your money through
a Mastercard Debit Card, a mobile app
and online banking. Fees and charges
will apply if you use your debit card for
purchases and cash withdrawals in a
foreign currency.
		
There is an overdraft facility
for emergency funds and users can avail
of the Priceless Cities programme for
Mastercard cardholders which provides
access to events and experiences in
multiple locations around the globe. As not
all credit unions offer current accounts,
you will need to contact your local branch
to check. For those in need of a loan,
credit unions often offer reduced rates
and flexible repayments to students. For
overdrafts and loans, you must be 18
years or older and a parental/guardian
guarantee may be required.

Credit union current account
for students
A number of credit unions across the
country began offering current accounts
as well as savings accounts a couple
of years ago and a newly introduced
Student Current Account could be worth
considering. Aimed at 16- to 25-year-olds
living in the Republic of Ireland and in
full-time third-level education, the credit
union student account offers fee-free
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Product Tests/Juicers

Juicers
In our quest to get the
recommended five-aday, an electric juicer
could be the answer.
Consumer Choice
has all the juicy details on two Choice
Buy models.
REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Juicer types
• Features to look for
• Two Choice Buys
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Making sure to consume the
recommended five portions of fruit and
vegetables a day can be a challenge but
having a great electric juicer on hand
to make fresh juice at home may be a
help. Drinking your fruit and veg can
certainly be a quick and palatable way
of getting plenty of nutrients into your
body – though it is generally accepted
that a glass of unsweetened fruit or
vegetable juice will only count as one of
your five-a-day, no matter how much
you drink, and of course, juice will lack
the fibre of the fresh produce used and
all its beneficial effects. Those who are
dedicated to juicing will need to buy lots
of fruit and vegetables, which can prove
expensive, and the proportion of pulp to
juice will vary from fruit to fruit, as will
the amount extracted by different juicer
models. A really great juicer will extract
the maximum amount of liquid, leaving
only dry pulp behind to make the most of
your ingredients. To help you keep up the
juicing habit when initial good intentions
and the novelty of a new kitchen gadget

wane, it is important that the juicer model
you buy will be easy to use and not too
tricky to clean. Consumer Choice serves
up two high-speed Choice Buy models as
well as a slower option that may be worth
considering.

Juicer types
If you mainly want to make orange
juice, a simple citrus press that either
squashes or spins halved citrus fruits
to extract juice may be all you need.
However, if you want to add other
fruit and vegetables, there are two
main types of juicer to choose from
– centrifugal juicers and masticating
or slow juicers. Centrifugal juicers
have a rotating blade that cuts up fruit
and vegetables as it spins at very high
speeds and they use centrifugal force
to separate the juice from the pulp,
forcing the juice through a strainer to
produce a clear drink. These are the
most common, popular and affordable
juicer type and our two current Choice
Buy models are centrifugal machines.
July / August 2022

They have speed on their side but they
tend to be very noisy and the high-speed
spinning causes significant vibration
that means these machines can ‘walk’ a
little on the countertop.
		
Slow or masticating juicers,
also called cold-press juicers, take
a much more leisurely approach to
the juicing process, methodically
crushing the fruit or vegetables using
a slow-turning gear or auger and then
filtering the juice through a perforated
screen or sieve. Slow juicers can come
in horizontal or vertical configurations,
though the horizontal models take
up a lot of space on the countertop.
Masticating juicers generally have a
reverse function, which can help to clear
any blockages, and some models are
supplied with a range of different sieve
attachments for making thin or thicker
drinks and coulis. These machines are
quiet when operating and can be used
for other purposes, such as grinding
coffee beans or mincing meat, but they
are generally more expensive than
centrifugal models and can be harder
to find in shops. Below, we review one
slow juicer model that did not make
Choice Buy status but that may be
worth considering for those looking for a
masticating machine.
		
Repeated tests by consumer
associations have found that no single
type of juicer is better at preserving
nutrients and, some centrifugal models
have been found to extract more
juice than masticating ones, despite
manufacturer claims that slow juicers
are more effective than high-speed
devices.

Juicers vs blenders
If you prefer the idea of hanging onto
more of the fibre content from your fruit
and vegetables, you might like to think
about a jug blender instead. Whereas
juicers extract the juice to produce a
clear drink without the pulp, blenders
pulverise the fruit and vegetables,
generating hardly any waste and
retaining the fibre content, which can be
very beneficial to the digestive system.
A good blender will also be able to crush
ice or chop nuts and they are ideal for
making soups as well as generally being
easier to clean than juicers. Those in
the market for a jug blender can consult
our Blenders test in the March 2021
issue of Consumer Choice.
		
While blenders hold onto
more fibre, certain types of juicers
may deliver more vitamin C and
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manufacturers typically recommend
drinking your juice or smoothie
immediately after making it to maximise
the amount and quality of nutrients
being consumed. However, neither
juicing nor blending consistently
retain all the key nutrients in your
fresh ingredients or provide the same
health benefits as eating whole fruit or
vegetables, which is still the best way to
get all the essential nutrients that your
body needs.

Features to look for
Freshly squeezing fruit and vegetables
is an excellent way of boosting the
nutrients in your diet but if the juicing
habit is to continue on a regular basis
when the first flush of enthusiasm for
a healthier lifestyle is over, your juicer
needs to be simple to use, convenient to
store, and not too much of a nuisance to
clean after its job is done. The following
are some features to consider when
shopping for your new appliance:
Parts - Ideally, your juicer should have as
few parts as possible and these should
be easy to dismantle and reassemble.
For added convenience, the parts
should be dishwasher safe and it is
always best to clean your juicer straight
away to avoid the pulp drying out and
becoming harder to remove.
Design - The more streamlined the
design and the fewer corners, crevices
and ridges for food to become trapped
in, the easier the machine will be to keep
clean. Most kitchens are already filled
to capacity with gadgets, so if you are
adding a juicer, a lightweight, compact
device will take up less space on the
countertop and can be easily popped
into a press when not in use.

sure the spout can be positioned over a
decent-sized jug.
Speeds - A range of speed settings is
useful as a low speed is good for juicing
soft fruits like strawberries, whereas
hard fruits and vegetables like carrots
need a high speed.
Pulp container - The pulp container
should be large enough that it is does
not have to be emptied too often during
use. An external pulp container can be
handy as pulp is less likely to build up
around the sieve and clog the device.
Drip-stop spout - Some juicers come
with a handy drip-stop spout, which
means that, after juicing, when you have
removed your jug from underneath the
spout, a little mechanism flips up into
place to seal the hole and prevent any
leftover juice from dripping onto your
countertop.
Cord - The cord should be long enough
to give you flexibility in terms of where
you position it on your countertop.
Integrated cord storage makes for a less
cluttered kitchen worktop.
Safety - Juicers generally have a safety
lock on the lid, which means that the
juicer will not operate unless the lid
is locked into place. Non-slip feet
will hold the juicer steady as it spins
and prevent it from moving on your
countertop. It is important to make
sure that the blade assembly cannot be
easily touched through the chute, and
to keep children’s small hands safe, it is
best to unplug the juicer when it is not in
use and put it well out of reach.

Chute - A large chute will cut down on
preparation time as less chopping
will be required before inserting the
fruit and vegetables into the juicer. A
pusher that fits into the chute is useful
for forcing down chunks of fruit and
vegetables without risking your fingers.
Jug - The jug for catching the juice
should be large enough to hold
a substantial amount of juice.
Transparent jugs are handy as they let
you see the juice level; some come with
a lid for easy storage in the fridge; and
jugs with a foam separator let you pour
out smooth foam-free juice. For juicers
that come without their own jug, make
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Speed

Ease of use

Cleaning


1. Philips Viva HR1867/21 €140

Fruit juice

Vegetable juice

Speed

Ease of use

Cleaning


2. Nutribullet Juicer €120

The Choice Buy Philips Viva HR1867/21 is a centrifugal juicer that will produce

The Choice Buy Nutribullet Juicer is a solidly built machine that will deliver plenty

great-tasting juice swiftly with little effort or fuss. With a compact design and

of smooth juice in double-quick time whether you are using fruit or vegetables.

weighing just 3.3kg, this device won’t take up too much room on your countertop

Setting this juicer up is fairly straightforward and, once it is in operation, it will be

and will be easily popped in and out of a press. It is simple to assemble and set up

swift to extract as much liquid as possible from your ingredients, leaving only dry

and there is only one speed setting to choose from, making it very straightforward

pulp. The feed chute is nice and wide to let you pop in whole fruits and vegetables,

to use. This juicer comes with a 1.2-litre transparent internal pulp container and

cutting down on the amount of chopping you will need to do first. With an 800W

a 0.8-litre jug and it will deliver your juice fast, with very good results whether

motor, this juicer offers two speed settings – a slower one for soft fruits and a

you are using fruit or vegetables or both. The feed chute is a decent width to aid

faster one for harder ingredients like apples and carrots. The jug will hold 0.8 litres

filling, though you will likely have to chop ingredients like large apples down to

of juice and generally this machine is simple to use and take apart for cleaning,

size. Philips claims that the clean up afterwards takes just a minute thanks to its

though the sieve can be awkward to remove. Several parts are dishwasher safe,

QuickClean technology, which flushes out internal parts with water, and you can

further aiding the ease of getting everything clean afterwards. As this device is on

pop all detachable parts into the dishwasher for a more thorough wash. Testers

the heavier side, you may want to leave it on your countertop and the power cord

noted that the pulp container can be tricky to remove and the spout can dribble

measures 110cm giving you plenty of positioning options. This is not the quietest

a bit. There is cable storage for the 104cm-long cord to keep your worktop neat.

of machines but the noise only lasts for short bursts of time.

Also worth considering…

Fruit juice

Vegetable juice

Speed

Ease of use

Cleaning


Smeg Retro Style Slow Juicer SJF01CRUK €160
Those looking for a slow masticating juicer might like to consider the Smeg Retro
Style Slow Juicer SJF01CRUK. This is an attractive device with a retro design that

Useful contacts
Nutribullet
nutribullet.co.uk/
Philips Ireland
tel 01 5245443
www.philips.ie
Smeg
tel 048 92672412
smeg.com/ie

you may like to leave on display on your countertop, especially as it weighs a very
heavy 6.4kg, so lifting it in and out of a press regularly might not be an option. This
Smeg juicer comes with a 1.6-litre pulp container and 1-litre jug and produces
plentiful and great-tasting fruit juice along with pretty good vegetable juice and
a juice density lever can be used to adjust the thickness of the end result. Being
a slow juicer, it works quietly but it will take its time – you will wait over a minute
for fruit juice, two minutes for orange juice and three for tougher vegetable juice.
You will need to do a good bit of chopping of ingredients also as the feed chute is
quite narrow. The controls can be confusing to use and dismantling this juicer for
cleaning is tricky – and as parts are not dishwasher safe, you will need to wash
them by hand. The Smeg Retro Style Slow Juicer SJF01CRUK is the cream version
of this appliance, which also comes in red, pale blue and black.
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Product Test/ Microwave Ovens

Microwave Ovens
Microwave ovens can help in
our efforts to reduce energy
use by providing an efficient
way to prepare our food. Our
seven Choice Buys models
combine speed with high
performance and ease of
use.
REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
At a glance
• What to look for
• Previous Choice Buys
• Seven new Choice Buys
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As the cost of living soars and we rack
our brains about how to cut down on
expenses, one energy-saving solution
could be to make greater use of our
microwave oven. Regular ovens are one
of the biggest energy guzzlers in the
home, with Electric Ireland estimating
that they cost around €0.40 per hour to
run. However, making use of smaller
and more focused cooking appliances,
such as slow cookers, air fryers and
microwave ovens will generally complete
the same cooking task as an oven using
less energy and having less of an impact
on your electricity bills. A speedy way to
prepare food, microwave cooking can be
significantly more energy efficient than
conventional cooking due not only to the
shorter cooking times but also because
the energy used heats only the food and
not the whole oven compartment, the
containers used or the surrounding air.
This is because microwave ovens work
by generating very high-frequency radio
waves that penetrate the surface of the

food and that cause the water molecules
inside the food to vibrate, producing
heat that then cooks the food. Using
the microwave is particularly energy
efficient compared with conventional
cookers when dealing with small
portions or reheating leftovers. In
addition, many newer models offer
energy-saving features, such as variable
power settings, eco modes, and sensors
that gauge moisture content in food and
can detect when it is properly cooked to
avoid overcooking and wasted energy
use.
		
A microwave oven is a
versatile appliance that you can
use for everything from swiftly
steaming vegetables to efficiently
baking potatoes. This versatility
increases significantly with
combination microwaves that offer
built-in convection ovens. Combination
machines have all the features of a
microwave oven plus a top and bottom
element so you can grill, roast, or bake
July / August 2022

food as well as microwaving it - or use a
mixture of cooking methods. Moreover,
using these appliances can cut down on
energy consumption as the oven cavity
is smaller than that of a conventional
oven, so you are heating up less space.
Meanwhile, a grill microwave does not
offer convection oven functions but has
a top element to brown food, something
a solo microwave won’t be able to do
and which provides a more appealing
appearance to some dishes, such as
shepherd’s pie or lasagne. However, if
you only use your microwave for heating
and defrosting, a solo microwave will
probably suit your needs perfectly and
is a cheaper option. Five of our current
Choice Buys are solo microwave ovens
but we also have one combination
microwave and one grill microwave to
recommend.

What to look for
Once you have decided whether you
are looking for a solo microwave or
a combination machine, there are a
number of other considerations you
might like to take into account when
shopping for a new device:

Size
Microwave ovens vary greatly in size,
with some quite small and compact
machines, particularly among solo
microwaves, though combination
microwaves will tend to be larger,
bulkier and take up a lot more space
on your countertop. You will also need
to leave a certain amount of clearance
space around the appliance – at the top,

back and sides - to allow air to ventilate,
though how much is required varies
among models.

Usable interior space
A slimline or more compact microwave
might save on countertop space but
you need to make sure the interior
will not be too small. On average, solo
microwaves accommodate plates up
to around 29cm or 30cm in diameter,
whereas combination microwaves may
be able to fit dishes of up to 37cm.
Consider if the microwave oven you are
planning to buy will be big enough to
accommodate your cookware and large
plates – and if these will have sufficient
room to rotate on the turntable. One of
our current Choice buys has the novel
ability of allowing you to turn off the
rotating turntable when you are using
larger rectangular dishes. In addition,
some microwaves today ditch the
turntable in favour of a flatbed design,
that provides greater usable interior
space and prevents big square or bulky
dishes from bashing off the sides of the
machine when rotating. Flatbed models
tend to cost rather more than machines
with the older turntable design but, on
the plus side, they are easier to clean.

Ease of use
You will want your new microwave
oven to be easy to live with, so, before
buying, make sure that the door opens
easily and that the controls are clearly
labelled, user-friendly and intuitive or
have good instructions on the display
– so you won’t have to be constantly

referring to the instruction manual.

Visibility
If you like to check on your food as it is
cooking, look for a model with a bright
interior light and large transparent
viewing window so you can see what is
happening inside your microwave.

Automatic settings
Automatic reheat, cooking or defrosting
programmes typically let you enter the
weight and type of food and the machine
will then calculate the time and power
level required – taking the guesswork
out of the equation. While the most
basic appliances may not offer much
in the way of automatic settings, some
models can provide up to 30 auto-cook
programmes for preparing a wide range
of dishes, from popcorn to potatoes and
from poultry to pulses.

Sensor programmes
Internal sensors take automatic
functions one step further by detecting
the steam emitted by food as it
heats and adjusting the cooking time
accordingly, with the theory being that
this eliminates overcooking, ensuring
perfect results and reducing energy
wastage.

Multi-stage cooking
Microwaves with multistage cooking
can be set to carry out a sequence of
functions – for example, first defrosting
a dish and then cooking it – without the
need to return to the kitchen and reset
the controls between stages.

Previous Choice Buys
Our Choice Buy microwaves from last year’s test, which appears in the June 2021 issue of Consumer Choice, all remain
available to buy but it may be worth recapping on two from either end of the price spectrum.
		
Those in need of a microwave oven but on a relatively tight budget might like to consider the Ikea Tillreda.
For €79, this solo microwave sticks to basic tasks but it does them very well indeed. This machine is exceptionally simple to
operate, with just two dials to set the time and the power level, plus a large button to open the door. There are no automatic
programmes on offer, so you will need to decide on timings etc. yourself but this microwave can be relied upon to heat your
food thoroughly all the way through and to ensure even defrosting with no unappetising chilly spots lurking anywhere. It is
also great at steaming dishes and the simplicity of the design means that it is very easy to keep this appliance clean. This
compact model will not take up much countertop space but the downside is that the interior is not very roomy and can only
fit plates of up to 27cm wide. Nonetheless, if you are looking for a small, basic microwave that performs impeccably, this is
a great option.
At the other end of the scale, both in price and capabilities, is the Panasonic NN-CD87KSBPQ, which we found
recently priced at a very hefty €430. For this sum, you will get a very speedy, high-performing combination microwave that
is extremely spacious, accommodating plates of up to 37cm in diameter. Heating a plate of food is exceptionally swift, with
plenty of moisture retained, while defrosting is equally fast with no cooked sections or icy spots left behind and a range of
effective auto-defrost settings tailored for bread, meat joints and mince. More adventurous cooks can prepare a variety of
meals, from pizzas to roast chicken, by choosing from 22 auto-cook programmes and microwave steaming also produces
great results. The grill function is less impressive, however, struggling to toast effectively at the outer edges. Those looking to minimise use of their main oven for more economical cooking and reduced overall energy costs might like to consider
this highly versatile, multitasking appliance.
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Evenness of heating

Manual defrosting
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Speed of heating

Evenness of heating

Manual defrosting

Ease of use


1. Sharp YC-MS51U-S €160
(Solo microwave)

2. Samsung MS28F303TAS €200
(Solo microwave)

will serve up perfectly cooked dishes in double-quick time. The roomy interior will

impressively and offers a spacious interior and a wide range of automatic

allow you to fit in large plates of up to 32cm in diameter and the cooking results

programmes. This freestanding appliance will take up a little more room than

are excellent with this appliance, with dishes heated through very thoroughly and

average on your countertop but it can accommodate large plates and dishes of up

evenly as well as nice and swiftly, without drying out your food. The user-friendly

to 32cm in diameter. There are seven power levels on offer, along with a total of 16

touch control panel at the side is clearly labelled and well laid out and it offers

pre-programmed auto-cook settings for different vegetables, pulses and grains,

a range of 11 power levels along with a number of automatic programmes for

meat, poultry and seafoods. In addition, you can choose between two programmes

items such as popcorn, jacket potatoes, pizza and frozen vegetables. With this

for reheating food and between four auto-defrost settings for meat, poultry, fish and

appliance, you have the convenient option of multistage cooking and its steaming

bread/cake. Whether you use manual defrost or the automatic defrost settings, the

capabilities for items such as salmon and fresh vegetables are very good indeed

results are very satisfactory. Moreover, this Samsung model does an excellent job

for those seeking a healthy cooking option. The manual defrost function on this

of cooking and heating dishes quickly and evenly, without losing power if you have to

microwave works very well, achieving very even results, while the automatic defrost

prepare multiple meals in a row. With a bright and clearly labelled control panel, this

feature does a decent job though the results are not quite so even. Testers found

microwave is very simple to use and programme and, unlike some appliances, it is

that the door needed a bit of force to open but you will have a clear view of your food

exceptionally quiet as it works away. Cleaning both the inside and outside is similarly

as it cooks through the large window.

straightforward, but you won’t be able to see your food as it cooks without opening

The Choice Buy Sharp YC-MS51U-S is a generously sized solo microwave oven that

The Choice Buy Samsung MS28F303TAS is a solo microwave oven that performs

the door. This appliance is extremely energy efficient and it is also very quiet as it
works,

Speed of heating

Evenness of heating

Manual defrosting

Ease of use

Grilling


3. Hisense H28MOBS8HGUK €235
(Grill microwave)

You may have to look online for the Choice Buy Hisense H28MOBS8HGUK
but the search could pay off as this microwave oven delivers excellent
performance while being very easy to use. This appliance offers 11
power levels, along with an auto-defrost setting and two auto-reheat
programmes, one of which requires you to enter the weight of the dish while
the other is a handy option for warming up a cold cuppa. There are also
five pre-programmed auto-cook settings for popcorn, potatoes, pizza,
vegetables and meat, each with a dedicated button on the touch control
panel. This panel features a number pad and you can save up to three
cooking time and power setting preferences for your favourite dishes. This
Hisense model delivers impressively even heating in a swift timeframe and
it produces excellent steaming results. The defrosting function also works
extremely well, with manual defrosting slightly outperforming automatic
defrosting but both methods achieving evenly defrosted food that has
not started to cook at the edges. The appliance also incorporates a grill
that can be used in conjunction with microwaving or be set to start after
a certain time for multistage cooking. However, the grill function failed to
impress testers with patchy and uneven toasting.
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4. Sage SMO650 Compact Wave €240
(Solo microwave)

With a stylish, stainless-steel exterior, the Choice Buy Sage SMO650
Compact Wave is a solo microwave that performs to a very high standard
across all tasks and is very quiet as it operates. The ten power levels
increase in 10% increments up to 100% full power and programmes include
an auto-reheat setting for warming up a cold cuppa, an auto-defrost
mode and four auto-cook options for popcorn, potatoes, pizza and frozen
vegetables. The control panel consists of a dial, LED display and various
buttons that are well spaced and clearly labelled for intuitive use. You might
expect more features, such as multistage cooking, from such a high-priced
appliance but instead this Sage models sticks to doing the basics very well
indeed. Extremely even heating and cooking results are achieved nice
and quickly without drying out the food and this appliance does a great
job of steaming ingredients like salmon and vegetables. The auto-defrost
function is highly effective too, so your frozen food will be brought to room
temperature with minimum fuss. This is an exceptionally quiet appliance
and there is a mute button for virtually silent operation. When the job is
done, cleaning both the interior and exterior of this Sage model is very
straightforward.
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5. Samsung MC28A5125AK €220
(Combination microwave)

Speed of heating

Evenness of heating

Manual defrosting

Ease of use


6. Samsung MS23F301TFK €130
(Solo microwave)

The Choice Buy Samsung MC28A5125AK is a versatile combination microwave

The least expensive appliance in our current batch, the Choice Buy

that performs well across the board, whether you are microwaving, grilling or

Samsung MS23F301TFK is a solo microwave oven that is a great all-rounder and

using it as a convection oven. The clearly labelled and well-spaced controls, which

offers plenty of automatic programmes to take the guesswork out of everyday

consist of a dial and buttons, offer a wide range of settings, with six power levels,

tasks. The user-friendly controls consist of a dial and buttons, which you can use

two auto-reheat and five auto-defrost programmes and a total of 28 auto-cook

to select from six power levels, two auto-reheat settings, one auto-defrost setting

options covering different vegetables, meat, pasta, pizza and more. Food will

and 16 auto-cook programmes that cover different dishes such as vegetables, meat,

be heated through quickly, thoroughly and evenly, without losing power after

seafood and pulses. The interior can accommodate plates of up to 30cm in diameter,

prolonged use, and this appliance is also adept at steaming dishes to perfection.

which is about average for a microwave oven. When is comes to heating or cooking

Using the convection mode, you will be able to bake very satisfactory and evenly

your food, this appliance will do a great job of delivering impeccably even results and

risen cakes, while the grilling function is decent, toasting most of the way across

it will be pretty swift too, without slowing down if you need to carry out multiple tasks

and only leaving the outer edges a bit pale. Auto defrosting works slightly better

one after the other. It also excels at steaming food to perfection for a healthy cooking

than manual defrosting in terms of even thawing across the dish to bring it to room

option. Both manual and automatic defrost settings work well to evenly thaw food

temperature. Unusual features include a button for proving dough or making

through but testers found that the auto-defrost programme did the job a bit faster.

homemade yogurt utilising “advanced fermentation technology” and the ability to

The only minor drawbacks with this appliance are that it lacks multistage cooking and

turn the rotating turntable off to cater for larger rectangular dishes. This appliance

you won’t be able to view your food through the tinted window.

is generally quiet, apart from when it is in convection mode when the cooling fan
kicks in.

Useful contacts
Speed of heating

Evenness of heating

Manual defrosting

Ease of use


Hisense
global.hisense.com/
Ikea
tel 01 541 3300
ikea.com/ie
Panasonic
tel 01 289 8333
panasonic.com/uk

7. Swan SM22045WHTN Gatsby €155
(Solo microwave)

Those looking for a little glamour on their kitchen countertop combined with high
performance levels might be tempted by the Choice Buy Swan SM22045WHTN
Gatsby. This is a white and gold appliance with a glossy, reflective finish
that the manufacturer claims is inspired by literary classic The Great Gatsby.
Importantly, this Swan model can efficiently heat and cook dishes through with
very even results and without drying out your food. Moreover, its power levels
will not drop off if you have to use this appliance continuously over several
tasks. This microwave also steams food very well and multistage cooking is on
offer. Using the six buttons and a dial, you can choose between two auto-reheat
programmes – one of which is for warming up a cold cuppa – and six auto-cook
programmes for popcorn, pizza, potatoes, vegetables, meat and fish. The
controls may take a little getting used to but should be intuitive once you know
how. Defrosting overall is pretty decent with the auto-defrost function proving
a more effective option than manual defrosting. With no window, you won’t be
able to view your food as it cooks without opening the door. This appliance also
comes in a black and gold version - the Swan SM22045BLKN Gatsby.
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Sage
tel 1800 932369
sageappliances.com
Samsung
tel 0818 717100
samsung.com/ie/
Sharp
tel 01 443 3323
sharp-electronics.ie/
Swan
shop.swan-brand.
co.uk/
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PRODUCT TESTS / Portable speakers

Portable Speakers
For music on the move, our three Choice
Buy portable speakers could be just the
ticket.
Summer is here with opportunities for
alfresco entertaining, picnicking, camping,
festivals and more – and bringing your
music along for the ride is made easy using
a great portable speaker. With a wide
array of devices in shops in all sorts of
shapes and sizes, portable speakers also
vary wildly in terms of cost. For example,
in our current test of 25 models, prices
range from a modest €36 to a whopping
€499 – with a hefty price tag not necessarily
guaranteeing superior performance. A key
aspect of a portable speaker will clearly
be the audio quality it delivers, but there
may be compromises to be made if you are
also looking for a device that is sufficiently
lightweight for carrying around. There is
not much point in opting for an ultra-cheap
portable speaker that delivers sound that is
little better than your phone’s tinny speakers
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- but, on the other hand, the very best audio
might not be worth the hassle of hauling
around a device that is too cumbersome
and large. It will be a question of priorities
and whether supreme portability or superb
sound are your primary focus. You may be
relying on your portable speaker to get the
outdoor party started but you will also need
decent battery life to keep the party going.
And the device will need to be solidly built
and durable to weather the great outdoors
as well as being easy to use and reliable.
The main aim is to be able to enjoy listening
to your stored or streamed content on a
good-quality audio device in a variety of
settings. Consumer Choice is here to help
you narrow down your options, with 25
models on test, our top three Choice Buys
and one inexpensive speaker that may be
worth considering.

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• 25 speakers on test
• What to consider
• Three Choice Buys

What to consider
You can pay a little or a lot for a portable
speaker but splashing out on your
new device may not deliver the sweet
spot between stunning sound quality,
convenient portability, decent battery life
and reassuring durability. So, what factors
do you need to take into account as you
settle on your budget and search for the
device that best meets your needs?

Weight/portability
While many models in our test are
lightweight and compact for music on the
move, some are technically portable but
are quite chunky to haul around. Models
in our current batch range in weight from
just over 200g to approaching 6kg. Often,
smaller speakers struggle to match the
audio quality of larger speakers and they
July / August 2022

typically have a lower maximum volume,
so there may be a balance that needs to
be struck when choosing a speaker. The
decision very much depends on how you
are planning to use your new speaker –
whether you are happy to leave it mostly
in one place or are planning to transport it
no further than the garden, say - or if you
will want to carry it around with you on a
regular basis for impromptu music on the
go. Ultimately, you may have to decide
if sound quality is more important than
portability or vice versa, though in some
rare cases, there will be no trade-off and it
is possible to find nicely compact devices
that produce excellent audio quality.

directly from the internet without going
through a smartphone or other device.
Whereas Bluetooth requires music files to
be compressed, playing music over wi-fi
involves less compression, which music
lovers often feel makes for improved
sound quality.

Battery life
Portable speakers are battery powered
to enable them to provide listening on
the go, such as when you are travelling
or at an outdoor party or picnic, and
how long the battery will last before
needing to be recharged is a key feature
affecting usability. In our current test, the
battery life on offer, as measured in our
independent labs, ranged from less than
six hours to almost 30 hours. With some
models, you have the option of plugging
them into the mains if you are listening
indoors or have an outdoor socket.

Rugged design

Connectivity
All 25 models on test are Bluetooth
speakers, which use a ‘pairing’
arrangement whereby a smartphone or
other music-playing device connects
to the speaker wirelessly. Bluetooth
connection is typically straightforward,
with some speakers automatically
searching for a Bluetooth connection
when you turn them on, so all you have
to do is to go into the Bluetooth menu
on your phone or tablet and select the
device. No network support is required, so
that you can pair to a speaker just about
anywhere and you can stream content
through the speaker from whatever app
or playlist you can access on your mobile
device. Bluetooth has a limited wireless
range that is usually between 10 and 30
metres, so both the mobile device and the
speaker will need to remain within these
limits but this works fine for most uses.
In addition to Bluetooth, some models
come with the option of also allowing you
to connect via wi-fi and stream content
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Portable speakers are designed to be
taken out and about so that they often
come with rugged outer casing to enable
them to withstand a certain amount of
rough and tumble. Many are dust and/or
water resistant to some degree to offer
peace of mind if you are bringing them to
the beach or pool. An IP rating denotes the
level of resistance and will be displayed
as IPXX, with the first X referring to
dustproofing and the second X indicating
the water resistance. The higher the
number, the greater the level of dust or
water resistance. For example, a speaker
with an IPX3 or IPX4 rating can withstand
the odd splash of water whereas an IPX7
rating means that you will theoretically be
able to submerge the device in fresh water
a metre deep for up to 30 minutes. Thus,
a device that is rated IP67 is both fully
dustproof as well having a high degree of
water resistance.

only support one of these, but others –
such as models from Sonos and Bose
– may give you a choice. Functionality
is constantly growing here, so as well
as voice commands, you may be able to
ask for the latest news update or access
internet radio directly and some speakers
are sufficiently smart to let you control a
range of compatible smart home products.

Other features
Additional features that may be on offer
include the ability to charge all manner of
devices, such as a smartphone, through
the USB connection on the speaker.
Moreover, some speakers offer a built-in
microphone that enables you to use the
device as a speakerphone and to take calls
without having to use your smartphone.

Useful contacts
JBL
jbl.com
Sonos
tel 1800 832 711
sonos.com/en-ie/

Stereo and multiroom sound
You may be able to pair your portable
speaker with another device of the same
make and model to produce a stereo
sound effect. For an even more immersive
listening experience, some speakers
can be linked up with a number of other
compatible devices throughout the home
to create a multiroom set-up, though you
may need to do this through a companion
app on your smartphone or tablet.

Voice assistants
Many of the latest speakers offer
the convenience of controlling them
hands-free with only your voice, via
voice assistants such as Alexa, Google
Assistant and Siri. Some speakers will
July / August 2022

1. JBL Charge 5 €190

2. Sonos Roam €200

The Choice Buy JBL Charge 5 is a large, solidly built portable Bluetooth speaker

The Choice Buy Sonos Roam provides superb sound quality and a range of high-end

that will deliver great sound and is a breeze to use. A tubular-shaped device that

features in a compact, travel-friendly package. The Roam offers both wi-fi and

sits horizontally on a rubberised base, this speaker weighs almost 1kg so it is a

Bluetooth connectivity and you can control this smart speaker using voice commands

bit heavy for carrying too far, especially as it does not have a handle or strap, but

via Alexa and Google Assistant, both of which are very responsive. Onboard controls

it is nicely robust with an IP67 rating, ensuring that it is fully dustproof and can

include buttons for playing and pausing music, adjusting the volume, skipping tracks,

easily withstand the odd rain shower or splash from a pool. All-important audio

turning the mic on and off and grouping with other Sonos speakers. As you would

quality is pleasingly energetic with a good amount of bass and you can turn the

expect from a Sonos speaker, sound quality is stunning for a lightweight, portable

volume up high without distorting the sound. Moreover, dispersal of sound is very

device, which delivers well-balanced, detailed music with plenty of punch and clarity.

good and testers measured battery life as lasting a very decent 11.5 hours playing

Testers noted that audio quality was slightly better over wi-fi but Bluetooth sounds

continuous music at normal volume. Onboard controls let you play or pause

super also and the audio is fairly well dispersed in all directions. Volume levels are

music, adjust the volume, and skip tracks as well as providing a PartyBoost button

decent, though the sound quality suffers a little when pushed to maximum loudness.

to let you link to up to 100 other PartyBoost-enabled JBL speakers. Using the

At 430g, this speaker is highly portable but it is also robust with an IP67 rating for

companion JBL Portable app, you can connect two Charge 5s together for a stereo

full dustproofing and waterproofing up to a depth of a metre for 30 minutes. You

effect. A potentially handy feature is the ability to charge other mobile devices by

can charge this device wirelessly if you have a Qi-compatible charger but our testers

plugging them into the USB socket on your Charge 5.

measured battery life on a full charge to be less than six hours.

Also worth considering…

3. JBL Boombox 2 €499

4. JBL Go 3 €36

With an eye-watering price tag, the Choice Buy JBL Boombox 2 produces very

The JBL Go 3 just misses out on Choice Buy status but it is definitely worth

powerful sound and, with impressive battery life, it will keep the party going

considering as it produces great sound quality for a very budget-friendly price.

through the night. This barrel-shaped appliance with a moulded carry handle

It is also the lightest device on test in our current batch at just 207g, so it is

is reminiscent of an old-school portable cassette player and it weighs a very

exceptionally portable. Moreover, though it is small, it is tough, with a fabric

considerable 5.8kg, so while it is technically portable, you probably won’t want to

and rubber casing and an IP67 rating, making it fully dustproof and very water

carry it very far. The beauty of the Boombox 2 is its power to pump up the volume

resistant, so you won’t have to worry about it too much on the beach or by a pool.

to a very loud level and audio quality will be natural and clear, though with a

Audio quality is well-balanced with plenty of detail and energy, though, inevitably

tendency to be a bit bass heavy. Moreover, testers noted that high volume levels

for a speaker with these compact dimensions, it lacks some bass. You can turn

cause the treble tones to become slightly harsh and the sound around the speaker

up the volume fairly loud on this device – though some harshness will creep in at

may be a little uneven. Battery life is an extremely lengthy 25.5 hours, though

maximum volume levels – and sound is pretty evenly dispersed in all directions.

a full recharge will take 6.5 hours to complete. This speaker is straightforward

This JBL model is very user-friendly, with onboard buttons for playing and pausing

to set up and use, with onboard buttons for playing, pausing, volume control

music, adjusting the volume and skipping tracks, while Bluetooth pairing is very

and Bluetooth pairing. There is no support for voice control or wi-fi but a 3.5mm

straightforward as the speaker searches for devices to connect to automatically

aux-input is provided for connecting wired devices and you can use this JBL model

once it is switched on. Battery life was measured in our labs to be a not-too-dusty

for charging your smartphone by plugging it into the speaker’s USB port.

9.6 hours at normal volume.
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS

TEST PERFORMANCE

SCORE

Star ratings are out of five.

Sound quality (60%)
Price (€)

Weight (g)

Size (hxdxw)
(mm)

Wi-fi

Mains
powered

Battery running
time (hours)

Voice assistant

IP rating

Overall sound
quality

Classical
music

Speech

Pop music

Jazz

Ease of use
(25%)

Battery life
(10%)

Features
(5%)

IP67

















77

IP67

















74

1

JBL Charge 5

190

975

99x94x224

2

Sonos Roam

200

430

169x63x61

3

JBL Boombox 2

499

5,886

260x202x490

25.5

IPX7

















71

4

JBL Go 3

36

207

78x41x124

9.6

IP67

















69

5

Bose SoundLink Revolve+ II

339

909

185x106x106

20.3

IP55

















69

6

Marshall Kilburn II

280

2,471

155x171x242

IPX2

















67

7

Sony SRS-XB13

50

262

95x74.5x76

16.1

✓

IP67

















67

8

Bose SoundLink Revolve II

199

668

152x80x80

12.4

✓

IP55

















67

9

LG XBOOM Go PL7

149

1,462

98x100x250

26.6

✓

IPX5

















67

10

JBL Clip 4

60

243

135x46x86

11.1

IP67

















67

11

JBL Flip Essential

95

467

65x66x163

10.7

IPX7

















66

12

Sony SRS-XB33

129

1,094

96x104x245

18.6

IP67

















66

13

LG XBOOM Go PL5

80

627

78x82x205

25.3

IPX5

















66

14

Marshall Stockwell II

159

1,374

252x68x147

29.6

IPX4

















65

15

Bose SoundLink Flex

179

587

90x54x240

8.7

IP67

















62

16

Sony SRS-XB23

119

576

218x73x73

10.1

IP67

















62

17

JBL Flip 6

140

547

71x71x180

7.7

IP67

















62

18

Sony SRS-XG500

429

5,509

256x217x460

11.9

IP66

















58

19

LG XBOOM 360 RP4

419

5,800

514x248x248

6.1

na

















58

20 Marshall Emberton

169

700

68x76x160

20.2

IPX7

















58

21

Ultimate Ears Boom 3

149

608

184x71x71

16.2

IP67

















58

22

LG XBOOM Go PL2

40

348

80x85x130

14.5

IPX5

















56

23

Roberts Beacon 310

140

709

191x95x94.5

8.8

na

















54

24

Roberts Beacon 330

220

730

191x94x94

14.9

na

















54

25

Roberts Beacon 320

170

729

191x94x94

13.2

na

















52
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11.7

✓

5.7

✓

✓

✓

12.8

✓

✓

✓
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USING THE TABLE
SPECIFICATIONS
Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop
around.
Weight: Weight in grams of the speaker
with the battery but without a mains
charger where applicable.
Battery running time: As measured in
our laboratories.
TEST PERFORMANCE
Sound quality: Results of both technical
assessments and listening tests for a
range of genres including classical, jazz
and pop music and the spoken word.
Ease of use: Rating for how easy the
speaker is to set up and connect to
devices via Bluetooth, the clarity of
instructions and controls, its portability
and how simple any accompanying
mobile app is to use.
Battery life: Rating for how long the
battery lasts on a full charge playing
continuous music at a normal volume.
Features: Rating for the availability of
such features as sound adjustment
controls, connectivity options, and
controls on the speaker housing and
if it can be used to take phone calls or
charge other devices.
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PRODUCT TESTS /Tumble dryers

Tumble Dryers
Our nine Choice Buy tumble dryers will make
laundry day a breeze, whatever the weather.
In the summer months, you may be able
to get your clothes dry on a washing line in
between the inevitable showers as the most
economical and environmentally friendly
approach to laundry day. However, when
autumn and winter come around, there
may be no option but to turn to your trusty
tumble dryer. In these days of soaring
energy costs, energy efficiency is the most
important aspect when purchasing any new
appliance. Happily, with tumble dryers, the
advent of heat pump condenser technology
ensures that energy consumption is kept to
a minimum. The initial purchase price for
these advanced appliances can be hefty – in
the region of €1,000 or more – but significant
savings can be made in the form of reduced
running costs and lower electricity bills.
Moreover, increasingly, mid-range heat pump
models are appearing that often deliver
very good drying results while minimising
energy use. Other options in the tumble dryer
category are traditional condenser dryers
along with vented dryers, though these are
becoming harder to find on shop floors. Less
energy efficient than heat pump dryers,
condenser and vented dryers tend to be
cheaper to buy and often deliver faster drying
times.
		
Although you can still find the
occasional gas-powered tumble dryer, the
vast majority of these machines are electric
and for those with a smart meter installed
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in their homes under the National Smart
Metering Programme, one way to reduce
energy costs when using the tumble dryer
may be to take advantage of time-of-use
tariffs. This is a smart service that charges
different unit rates for electricity depending
on the time of day - typically, charging a
cheaper rate for off-peak night-time use
that is often around half the cost of the
standard day-time rate. A caveat applies
here, however, as given the number of fires
sparked by household appliances, it is not
recommended that you use a tumble dryer
when the household is asleep and a good
smoke alarm should always be fitted close to
a machine that is left to run unattended.
		
As well as assessing all-important
energy efficiency, our independent labs look
at the drying performance of the tumble
dryers on test, how quickly and how evenly
they will dry your clothes, how effective and
accurate the internal sensors are, how easy
the machines are to use and how noisy they
are as they move through the cycle. The
results of this extensive testing of the 25
tumble dryer models in our current batch are
provided on our table below and reviews are
presented of nine outstanding Choice Buys.

Tumble dryers on test
In our current batch, we have tested 17 heat
pump condenser dryers, six traditional
condenser models and two vented dryers,

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue

At a glance
• 25 tumble dryers on test
• What to check in-store
• Nine Choice Buys
with our nine Choice Buys all coming from
the heat pump dryer category due not only to
their energy efficiency but also because of
their high performance levels and excellent
drying results. Although some of our Choice
Buys have eye-watering price tags up to a
staggering €1,440, other models cost less
than half that, with several recommended
models in the €500-€600 range. The benefit
of splashing out on these machines comes
in their much-lower running costs as their
impressive energy efficiency will help to keep
your electricity bills to a minimum. All bar
one of the heat pump dryers in our current
test scored the maximum five-star rating
for low energy consumption. The trade-off
for the lower energy costs associated with
heat pump dryers is speed of operation, as
appliances with the newer technology tend to
be slower than conventional dryers. However,
drying times have been improving, with some
heat pump dryers coming close to rivalling
condenser models, as can be seen from the
programme time scores on our table below.
		
There have been fewer vented
tumble dryers on the market in recent years
with only two in our current test. Vented
models work by sucking in air, heating it, and
blowing it through the wet laundry before
expelling all evaporated moisture through a
hose that will need to be hung out a window
or attached to a vent, limiting positioning
options in your home. In contrast, condenser
July / August 2022

dryers – whether with or without heat pump
technology – collect the water from wet
laundry in a removable container located
within the appliance, which will need to be
emptied regularly. Many condenser dryers
also provide a hose so that you can run the
water off through a drain if you want to avoid
having to remember to empty the water
container. Some appliances handily provide
an indicator to let you know when the water
tank is full and needs some attention.
		
The capacity of the tumble
dryers on test ranges from 7kg to 10kg for
a cottons load, with most manufacturers
recommending popping in only half – or even
slightly less – that quantity for a synthetics
wash. Most quick or express programmes on
tumble dryers stipulate that they are suitable
only for small loads – often around 1kg to
3kg.
		
Our testers rate the appliances’
condenser efficiency, which refers to their
ability to trap the moisture collected from
your wet laundry and stop it from escaping as
steam, creating humidity in the surrounding
room, fogging up windows and even
generating the potential for mould build-up.
Most of the machines on test appear to do
an average-to-good job of holding onto water
vapour and preventing damp problems in
your home.
		
The amount of noise the appliance
makes can be an important consideration,
particularly if you will be installing your
tumble dryer in an open-plan kitchen-living
area. Our independent labs rate this aspect
of each model on test at the loudest part
of the drying cycle and scores can vary
widely. Although you couldn’t call them quiet

machines, the best heat pump condenser
dryers tend to be less noisy than their
condenser or vented siblings.
		
Most tumble dryers today
incorporate automatic sensors to detect
when the laundry load is dry and to stop
the machine accordingly. This has the twin
benefits of avoiding clothes being over-dried
and also of preventing the appliance from
continuing to run unnecessarily, wasting
energy and pushing up electricity bills. With
the best machines, these sensors are highly
accurate and you can depend on them to
deliver perfect and even results throughout
the load with no damp surprises lurking
anywhere.
		
A few years back, smart
capabilities were introduced into the tumble
dryer category. Smart appliances are
wi-fi enabled and can be connected to a
companion app on a smartphone through
which you can start, pause or stop your
tumble dryer or monitor the progress of a
drying cycle. Less than half of the tumble
dryers on test come with smart features
and it is very much a matter of personal
preference whether you will find the option
to remotely control your appliance of much
practical use to you. Manufacturers tout, for
example, the benefits of being able to start
your machine from the office so that you can
unload your dry laundry immediately on your
arrival home. However, the safety aspect and
potential fire risk of allowing the appliance to
run unattended with no-one at home should
be considered.

What to check in-store

important factor to consider when buying
a new tumble dryer – both for the planet
and your pocket. Choosing a heat pump
condenser dryer should guarantee that
energy usage will be kept to an absolute
minimum. However, beyond an energy thrifty
appliance, you will also want a machine that
is easy to use and that does not add to the
stress of laundry day. With this in mind,
there are a number of checks you can make
in store before you buy that will ensure you
select a machine that will be straightforward
to use on a day-to-day basis and that won’t
have too many annoying niggles that could
prove frustrating over time.
• Make sure that the drum door is easy to
open and that it does not swing back itself,
which can be a nuisance as you try to load the
machine. It is ideal if the door lies flat against
the appliance.
• Consider if the control panel will be easy
to read without bending down and if all
functions are clearly labelled for intuitive use.
• Check how simple it is to remove and
replace the lint filter, as this should be
cleaned frequently, ideally before or after
every cycle, as otherwise it can get clogged
with fluff and become less efficient to run.
• Similarly, with a condenser dryer, unless
you have chosen to use the supplied hose to
drain away the water automatically, the water
container will have to be emptied regularly, so
this should be readily accessible and easy to
replace afterwards.

Undoubtedly, energy efficiency is the most

1. Grundig GT76824EW €740
At the top of our table, the Choice Buy Grundig GT76824EW impressed across our tests,
with first-rate drying performance and impeccable energy efficiency. The drum holds
up to 8kg on the cotton cycle and up to 5kg of synthetics and the range of programmes
on offer includes hygienic drying, gentle care and special settings for duvets, shirts, and
sportswear. The sensors do a great job of accurately detecting moisture in your laundry
and stopping the cycle when one of four dryness levels has been reached, from iron dry to
extra dry. Heat pump dryers are not known for their speed, but this one gets synthetics
dry in a fairly nifty timeframe, though cottons will take a bit longer. To hurry things up,
an ExpressDry function will cut drying times on standard programmes and one setting
promises to dry up to 5kg in just an hour. Drying results are very even throughout the load
and the condenser manages to retain most moisture inside the machine. Thanks to the
clearly labelled and intuitive controls coupled with a wide drum opening and interior light
for ease of loading and unloading, this machine is very convenient to use and it is not too
noisy as it runs.
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2. Miele TEH785 WP €1,440

3. Grundig GT54823CW €700

With an eye-watering price tag, the Choice Buy Miele TEH785 WP turns in
an excellent drying performance that is faster than average while keeping
running costs to a minimum. The generously sized drum can hold up to 9kg of
cottons, with enough room for a duvet, but the maximum recommended load
for synthetics is just 4kg. Drying programmes include specialised settings for
shirts, woollens and waterproof clothing and the sensors work well to stop the
machine when they detect that the laundry is dry. Drying times are quicker than
most and all water vapour is securely trapped inside to reduce problems with
humidity or steam in the surrounding room. This machine offers a couple of
innovative features including the add-item button for pausing the programme
to let you pop in a forgotten garment mid-cycle and slots for two FragranceDos
capsules to enable you to switch between scents. The top-notch energy
efficiency helps, to a small degree, to offset the astronomical purchase price
and this machine is wi-fi-enabled so you can control it remotely via an app
downloaded onto a smartphone. This Miele model comes in two other versions
with some small cosmetic differences but the same great performance and
features – the Miele TWH780 and TSH783.

The Choice Buy Grundig GT54823CW does a super job of drying your laundry
load evenly and accurately using a minimal amount of energy to help keep
electricity bills low. The wide range of drying programmes includes dedicated
settings for towel, jeans, outdoor clothing and sportswear and duvets along
with Hygienic Drying and Hygienic Refresh programmes that help to remove
bacteria and odours from clothes without needing to wash them. The maximum
load capacity for this machine is 8kg for cottons and 4kg for synthetics and
the internal sensors precisely measure humidity levels to stop the cycle at
the optimum time. Synthetics loads are fairly swift to dry while cottons loads
don’t take too much longer. This Grundig model credits its reverse action drum
with loosening garments as they dry to prevent tangling and, in our tests, this
machine left clothes less creased than most, reducing ironing times. Moreover,
if you are not on hand to take the load out of the machine at the end of the cycle,
an automatic anti-crease feature can periodically tumble laundry for up to two
hours afterwards to stop wrinkles setting in. Alternatively, you can use the
delayed-end setting to programme the cycle to finish at a convenient time.

4. Miele TED265 WP €1,130

5. Miele TEA225 WP €939

The Choice Buy Miele TED265 WP is another high-priced, high-performance appliance
from the respected German manufacturer that tries to offset its substantial cost with
very impressive energy efficiency. The drum capacity for cottons is 8kg and 4kg for
synthetics, with a wide door opening facilitating easy loading and unloading. There are
plenty of programmes to choose from including minimum iron, delicates and woollens
settings and specialised programmes for shirts to reduce creasing and for proofing
water-repellent clothing. There is also an express function for speeding up drying times
on small laundry loads, though this Miele model is very fast anyway for a heat pump
condenser dryer, whether you are drying cottons or synthetics. The sensors accurately
detect when the load is at the desired dryness level – whether that is iron dry, cupboard
dry or extra dry – and they can take into account the hardness of the water when
calculating programme times. The condenser efficiency is exceptional on this machine,
with little moisture escaping back into the room. This is a smart appliance that can be
operated and monitored remotely via the Miele app downloaded onto a smartphone.
Similar Miele models with only minor cosmetic differences are the Miele TSD263 and
the Miele TWD260.

The Choice Buy Miele TEA225 WP is an extremely energy-efficient heat
pump condenser dryer that is easy to use and performs to a high standard.
The drum capacity of 7kg for cottons and 4kg for synthetics should suit
medium-sized households and loading and unloading this machine is very
straightforward thanks to the large door opening and interior light. As
well as standard drying programmes, this Miele model offers dedicated
settings for shirts, bed linen and denim along with a thermal proofing cycle
for waterproof clothing. The sensors do a great job of accurately detecting
moisture levels in the load to stop the cycle at the optimum time and drying
results are generally pretty even, though you may find the odd damp item
among your dried laundry. Drying times for synthetics loads are pretty swift,
though cottons will take longer, and the display panel will show you the
remaining programme time - this turns off to conserve energy but touching
it will illuminate the display again. The condenser is brilliant at retaining all
water vapour to prevent it from escaping back into the room to create damp
problems, and the display panel will also let you know when it is time to
clean both the condenser and lint filter.
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6. Beko B5T4923IW €530

7. Beko B5T4923RW €620

Coming down considerably in price, the Choice Buy Beko B5T4923IW is a
generously sized heat pump condenser dryer that is very thrifty in terms of
energy consumption and delivers excellent drying results. Housing 9kg of
cottons or 4kg of synthetics, this machine can cope with drying bulky items like
a duvet, for which there is a dedicated setting. Other specialised programmes
cater to different load types, such as denim, bedding, shirts and outdoor
clothing and sportswear, and there are also Hygienic Drying and Steam Refresh
features on offer. The sensors excel at precisely detecting humidity levels to
stop programme cycles once the desired level of dryness has been reached
– whether iron dry or cupboard dry. What’s more, drying results will be even
throughout the load, with very few damp patches left over, and testers did not
find too many creases, reducing the effort needed for ironing afterwards. If
you cannot unload this dryer immediately, the automatic anti-crease function
will continue to rotate the drum intermittently after the programme ends. This
machine is reasonably swift when tackling synthetics, whereas cottons loads
will take longer – but there is an express setting for those who are in a hurry.
This machine is generally very easy to use but rather noisy.

The Choice Buy Beko B5T4923RW does a brilliant job of getting your wet
laundry evenly and accurately dried without running up your electricity bill.
Large households will be pleased with the generous 9kg capacity for cottons,
though the recommended maximum load for synthetics is just 4kg. Along with
standard programmes, this Beko model offers settings for towels, duvets, jeans
and sportswear. The sensors are highly accurate and excel at stopping the cycle
at just the right stage, with drying results very even throughout the load, leaving
no soggy surprises. Drying times are fairly swift for synthetics loads, while you
will be waiting longer for your cottons, but those in a real hurry can make use
of the RapiDry function, which will dry up to 5kg of laundry in just an hour. The
controls are straightforward to use and you can choose an end time for your
cycle but if you are busy when the buzzer sounds, the automatic anti-crease
function can tumble the load periodically to prevent stubborn wrinkles from
setting in. When you do get around to unloading, the wide door opening and
interior light makes it easy to get your laundry out and ensure you are not leaving
anything behind.

8. Beko B3T4823DW €510

9. Bosch WTH85222GB/01 €580

The Choice Buy Beko B3T4823DW is the least expensive of our current
recommended models but it nonetheless turns in a high-end performance with
great drying results and top-notch energy efficiency. This machine has a drum
capacity of 8kg for cottons and 4kg for synthetics, which should be sufficiently
roomy for most average-sized households. With 15 programmes in all on offer,
there are specialised settings for towels, jeans, duvets, outdoor wear and sports
gear and the manufacturer touts its SteamCure technology with giving you the
option of refreshing lightly soiled clothes and removing odours and creases with
the power of steam to avoid a full wash. The internal sensors are nicely accurate,
delivering the appropriate level of dryness – whether that is iron dry or cupboard
dry – and the entire load will be evenly dried, eliminating the chances of finding a
stray soggy item. Moreover, your laundry will not be too creased when it emerges
from the drum and an automatic anti-crease function will kick in at the end of the
cycle to periodically rotate your clothes until you are ready to unload the machine.
The controls are clearly labelled and intuitive to use and the condenser very
efficiently traps moisture to reduce humidity problems in the surrounding room.

The Choice Buy Bosch WTH85222GB/01 does a great job of getting your laundry
thoroughly dry while ensuring maximum energy efficiency. The drum can
accommodate 8kg of cottons but only 3.5kg of synthetics, which could be a little
tight for households with lots of easy-care fabrics. Both cottons and synthetics
will be dried accurately according to the settings selected and there are special
programmes for shirts and blouses, towels, delicates, sportswear and woollens.
You will be waiting a while for your cottons to dry in this machine, but your synthetics
will be ready a bit faster and when your clothes do emerge from the drum, they will
be evenly dried throughout – so you won’t have one soggy jean leg and one bone
dry one. Moreover, if you are in a real hurry, you can use the super quick 40-minute
express option to get a few key garments dry and those who dislike ironing will
appreciate this dryer’s ability to minimise creasing, with clothes emerging fairly
wrinkle free. This machine is very user-friendly, with intuitive controls for setting
programmes and a wide drum opening and interior light for ease of loading and
unloading, while the filter, condenser and water tank are all easy to remove for
cleaning or emptying.
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS

TEST PERFORMANCE

SCORE

Exactness of programme (50%)
Price

Size (cm) (hxwxd)

Capacity (kg)

740

84.5x59.5x62

8

Smartphone
programme
control

Programme time (10%)

Overall
Evenness of exactness of
drying
programme
score

Star ratings are out of five.

Energy use
(10%)

Condenser
efficiency
(10%)

Ease of use
(10%)

Creasing (5%)

Noise (5%)

%

Cottons
load

Synthetics
load

Overall
programme
time score
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74

Cottons load

Synthetics
load













USING THE TABLE

Heat pump condenser dryer

SPECIFICATIONS
Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop
around.
Capacity: The stated capacity of the
appliance for a full load of cottons.

1

Grundig GT76824EW

2

Miele TEH785 WP

1,440

85x59.5x63.5

9

3

Grundig GT54823CW

700

84.5x59.5x60.5

8

4

Miele TED265 WP

1,130

85x59.5x63.5

8

5

Miele TEA225 WP

939

85x59.5x64

7
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6

Beko B5T4923IW

530

84.5x59.5x61.5

9

























73

7

Beko B5T4923RW

620

84.5x59.5x61.5

9

























72

8

Beko B3T4823DW

510

84.5x59.5x60

8
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9

Bosch WTH85222GB/01

580

84x59.5x65.5

8

























72

10

Hisense DHGE901

550

84x59.5x66

9

























69

11

Samsung DV90TA040AH

799

85x59.5x63.5

9

























67

12

Hotpoint H8 D94WB

900

85x59.5x65

9

























67

13

Samsung DV9BTA020AE

680

85x59.5x65

9

























67

14

Hoover ND H10A2TCE-80

530

84x59.5x61

10

✓

























67

15

Candy CSOE H9A2DE-80

430

84x59.5x62.5

9

✓
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Useful contacts

16

Hoover BATD H7A1TCE-80

650

82.5x59.5x50.5

7

✓

























59

17

Candy BCTDH7A1TE

620

82.5x59.5x50

7

✓
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Beko
tel 01 862 3411
beko.ie
Bosch
tel 01 450 2655
bosch-home.

✓

✓

Condenser dryer
18

Indesit I2D81WUK

300

84.5x59.5x64.5

8

























69

19

Beko B3T41011DW

470

84.5x59.5x61.5

10

























68

20 Candy CSEC9LF-80

280

84x59.5x61.5

9

























64

21

Hotpoint H2D81WUK

350

84.5x59.5x63.5

8

























63

22

Hisense DCGE801

470

83.5x59.5x65.5

8

























54

23

Candy CSEC8LF

290

84x59.5x61.5

8
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na







66

















na







64

✓

✓

TEST PERFORMANCE
Exactness of programme: A rating for
the results delivered by the drying
programme for both a cottons load and
a synthetics load including whether all
items are evenly dried or some are still
soggy while others are perfectly dry.
Programme time: A rating for the time
taken to complete the programme on
both a cottons load and a synthetics
load.
Condenser efficiency: A rating for how
little water from the laundry escapes
from the dryer.
Creasing: A rating for the extent to
which the items that have been dried
are creased and in need of ironing. The
higher the score, the less creasing
produced.
Ease of use: Rating includes the ease of
loading and programming the appliance
and of removing the water container
and cleaning lint filters and heat
exchangers.
Energy use: A rating for the energy
consumption of the appliance when it is
in operation and on standby.
Noise: A rating for how noisy the
appliance is at the loudest part of the
drying cycle. The higher the score, the
less noise the appliance makes.

Grundig
tel 01 691 0203
grundig.co.uk
Miele Ireland
tel 01 461 0710
miele.ie

Vented dryer
24

Indesit I1D80WUK

270

84.5x59.5x59

8

25

Candy CSE V9LF-80

290

84.5x59.5x61.5

9
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